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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
survey Objectives and Process.
This report provides the findings °f a survey underta^ an^ 
the Cornell University Local Government^i-r^ towns> The
early 1986 of fill aYresearch gap on microcomputersurvey was intended to help fl“  *_nments in particular, small use by New York State local governments, P be uged to
local governments; to produce^lniOrm^omputer workshops for localimprove an on-going p g , vees. an(j to generate information
government officials an P Y ^ additional educational and that might serve as a basis for aaai^io ^ ject that the
technical , * ^ 33° a "town Microcomputer use database"
thaetar°a town could use to attain helpful information on
microcomputer use by other towns.
A two-phase survey proems  ^ was^used^. ^  ^one^page
questionnaire —  the short to ti g this form asked
state's 932 towns. ^  L microco ' uters and, if so,respondents whether their t d microcomputers were mailed
how many. Those towns f ,, Questionnaire for each ofand asked to complete a s^ t  much more detailed
their microcomputers. ^ i  f microcomputer system, the
g p lT A V r . lo " . . .  b .in g  “ « “ *related to the three survey objectives.
shnrt-FQTnm Findings
 ^-I-,* -t-vio chnrt-foni survey was excellent. The overall response to the sho 932 towns returnedA total of 705 (76 percent J o f t h e s t a t e s  of the 705short-form questionnaires . Approximately 25 p four 1980
s r i s w s ’s s
i S S S T ’a.S- 1 “  pop.i.tio" fo“  ,r<mp’
towns were as follows:
Quartile 1: 
Quartile 2:
32 to 1,434;
1,436 to 2,635?
1
Quartile 3:
Quartile 4:
2,639 to
2
6,018; and
6,027 to 738,517.
than one-bartereoftal^tovm^Iweife>1ulsi^5Ve^ indi<=ated that less use of microcomputers increased “lcr°co“Puters and that
Twenty-three percent (163) of thf 7ns JL of town increased, 
form questionnaires claimed that , w  tttat returned short- 
by their towns , T h e w c ^ o m  W t B r ^ .were being used 
microcomputers were 12 percent for ouaT-hfi"P°1?dlng towns using
Quartile 2, 22 percent for Qulrtil^ -,1® i' Perc«nt torQuartile 4. Quartile 3, and 47 percent for
t o w n s ^ e ^ S f n g ' ^ ^ ^ h i n d  ^ he is that ruralof microcomputer technology This is .a I  rural town* in the use of less than 2,635 popuiltion -- I L ? beoause al“°st all towns Quartile 2 —  would5meet ^ anv J?Ppaf Population limit of
town. This would probably be trbe e°bn oef maflniti0n ?f a rural3. * e true even of many towns in Quartile
microcomputersbsed^for town*DurDoss. indicated that most 
but that "other-use arrangements^beo.JT*6 ?wned by the towns, town size decreased. of the ??? ? uch Jnore important asmicrocomputers, 124 (76 nerrsn^16 3 tom* reporting use of
microcomputers, 41 (25 percent^ reLr-f^°r^ud that '■'th®y owned 
and 2 (i percent) 'll/^fofbarranae™-^ 1her;USe arrangements, Quartile l, 4 percent ementSo For the towns of
reported other-use arrangement^ ^he ownershiP . and 8 percent 
for the towns of thbother fhree b ,  co.r« aP°nding percentages 
Quartile 2 -  6 percent and 5 ^ c S n t ^ & r t n  ^  aS f°llo^ : 
and 6 percent; and Quartile 4 -  43 percentanl 4 p l r c e n t ^ ^
official b f  bmblo^fTccoubted ”f * ° c°“P ^ r  owned by a town 
arrangements reported, both overall and°S(n °f kth® other-use population quartiles. The next . h °f the townarrangement —  about half as many tifes fre<iuently reported 
service bureaus using microcomputer Wa„ USe of Private cooperative arrangement 9 invnixH™ f 0ne experimentaljoint owners of ^ ^ 000™ ^ ^ ^ ,  tX tOWns and. one village as 
the time of the survey. Most of the^e™ ^ 8 belng disbanded at 
microcomputer use arrangements. * th embers were making other
numbef o f ^ m e a n b ^ r  S s S ^ L f  ^  respondents to rate a 
acquisition and use of microcomputers Paff10Ulaf bowbs with the 
assistance was clearly ,s introductory m°St desired fcyPe
sessions." a middle group of thfee f b r o » ^ ° mpUter. training enough to merit the conclusion PIJ> .^h. was rated highly
assistance agencies should find it worthwhil^1?”31 “nd technical 
order of preference, these approach.^1 « « ’ ^ “ f ^ i n ?
3
"contact list of NYS local governments using particular hardware 
and software for particular applications," "written instructions 
for using software programs to accomplish common applications 
(such as Lotus 1-2-3 for developing an annual budget), and 
itseif-study materials on initial acquisition  ^and use 
microcomputers." The methods rated fifth and sixth, namely, "microcomputer consulting" and "microcomputer fairs (vendor 
shows) " received significantly lower ratings than the first 
five, indicating that these are approaches m  which towns had a
low level of interest.
Tone-Form Findings
Long-form questionnaires were returned for ^ ^  resize computers by 99 towns that were representative in terms of size 
of the group of towns of concern for this second survey. The 
researchers defined this group to be .■direct-user" towns -- those 
towns in which microcomputers were directly used by t°w 
officials or employees for town purposes rather than used f°r 
these purposes by external persons or organizations (for e^ampl , 
a private service bureau). Since an actual count of direct user ?owns did not exist, the data from the short-form survey were 
used to estimate the total number of direct-user towns and their 
distribution among the 1980 town population quartiles. Those 
towns returning the long-form questionnaires were found to b 
representative of the direct-user towns m  these quartiles, that 
isP to be distributed among the quartiles in approximately the° » s t h e  estimated total number of direct-user towns. The 
99 towns represented about half of the total estimated group o 
concern (196 towns).
Data from the long-form survey enabled the researchers to 
answerquestions concerning the pace of adoption technology by towns. A question on the survey asked in wh_ Y the microcomputer of concern for a Particular questionnaire had
been purchased by the town or, in the case of0ses lor arrangements, had first been used for town purposes, l e a d i n g  towns as a whole, the survey data indicated that
1985 there was a building of momentum m  their direct
“ S  technology. »  the
of the different quartiles indicated that this builduJ L ile overall momentum was mostly a phenomenon of the towns Quartile 
4 and, to a much lesser extent, those of Quartlie 3. There was no convincing evidence of year-by-year increases m  the Pace of 
adoption of microcomputer technology by the towns of Quartiles
and 2.
A question frequently of interest to town °f^ cialsi ^ ^  employees is " What brands of microcomputers are towns" 
hinrocomputors from «  S .
clearly the dominant manufacturer. forty tnree
4iS ° S '" s areported. The next highest number of towns usinrr >
s S / ^ s s s r s & r *  “ • 13 “ *™ <“  - ^ “ s
a ^ * * S “ ^ S r ^ i,j £ s s r  s r s s t  i s
S T fe jS 'r S ^ ^  °“  v /T o ^ *  si*-t; s r „ r  d i
S S ' £ S « 1
h 1_h?tiler dfta conceming the microcomputer equipment resorted hy the long-form respondents are noteworthy. q P reported
~ proportion of the microcomputers reported bv
efficient alfd^int^n ®' ” ”  notL well-equipped for highly i* , and intensive use because of their lack of hard disks. These devices for the convenient storaaf
wererSinst^llel and„ \arge quantities of datawer® installed on only half (83) of the 167
microcomputers of the survey. Most of these machines(66) were reported by the towns of Quartlie 4.
Neither ^ were most of the microcomputers of the 
responding towns well-equipped for sendincr ann
ModImIlnthSiSr°C?0mPUter data Via the telePhone system. indth?4 the devices necessary for using microcomputers
of tte were reported for only 29 (17 percent). the 167 microcomputers. Twenty-three of the 29 modems were reported by the towns of Quartile 4.
Printers from 27 companies were reported by the
more°than3f bUt °nly 5 trademarks were reported? ° ~ thani en tlmes each' and none of these 5 accounted 
n«L=°re than 20 percent of the 132 printers for which mmes were reported. The most frequently reported brands were Epson (25 times) and Okidata (2oytimes).
The great bulk of the software products rpnnrfoH
SsSs^ratherthan^f colnm,eroial Packages (those sold to many users) rather than custom products (those created for use bv onlv
one town) . Twenty-eight (28 percent) of the 99 towns reoorted
percent) of £ £ * i‘ produots «ere available for use with 35 *21 for f,thf 167 microcomputers, while the comparable figuresfor each of four types of commercial software products ^ (for
5
example spreadsheets) were much higher. The same pattern 
prevailed for the towns of each of the quartrles.
in terms of number of times reported, the commercial
software P^ages formed t d t rousP towns for numerous
packages that were reporre y spreadsheet, financialmicrocomputers were word processxiiy, aroup of
management, and database d X v  fewer towns for '
commercial software graphics, communications,many fewer microcomputers c o n n e d  of ra n c ttern Qf two
of th. quartilos-
s r s s - - - “ i ^ s 2
products that were reported as pliable f ^  tly rep0rted of
microcomputers was only 6, and lv 27 of the 167these products (Wordstar) was available for only 27 of tne
microcomputers.
one of the reasons for asking the long-form^espondents^to
identify their towas cue om^ ^  t availabie to many
arrangements could pe ^ . bv individual towns. A
towns useful custom p d explore further the
X S S S i S  .ppllitli'f.f doing p.yr.11 o.lonl.tion..
their other applications i areaa of applications relating The responses were grouped into 1®* PPd functions. Bothto particular local government service areas ^  Qf ^
for responding towns as ^whole an^f ^  Qf applioations
1980 ^omm o n ^ ^  These ^ tere central-staff financial management were^ common. . ^-staff word processing applications,applications and central st:a ^o-pin^d as those generallyCentral-staff applications w appointed) that involve
undertaken by central staff (®le^  “re commonly done by such town operations as a whole _ or that f  service and
persons on behalf of a numb _JueaIVM  of the 99 respondingfunctional areas. Sixty-one ( P . ff financial management
towns ^ rteda; V ( « %  nrreported one or" more central- applications, and 48 (48 perc j y the remaining sixteenstaff word processing W l w a t i o M ^  numb£r Qf towns was the
areas of applications, tne ne g more real property tax23 (23 percent) that reported one or more rear y y
applications.
6in the questionnaire
in short, the applications other! 2n the blank lines,towns as a whole wire in III supf°rt the conclusion that
computer technology to use at the timl of the® s u r v e y * . " li°r°"
question to the
microcomputer systems was aibiououa ' actJLon Wlth . their
l a t i l f i l d Wr a t i n r eredB u t \ h | r°(|restP,r0Vide<i answ°et®S ° n d iM tin |h|
5 S £ S .
SYStemS rep0rted was das~ibed *s
of p e r T o n s ^ o ^ L a ^ b f ' t0 the researchers was the number 
"onP « m r l T S ^ r ^ a . ^ ^ ° W ”  Used for town purposes
a ^ s 5 y s r - « ,= r w s £ i r g
formsThof 1exterl^ raspo”dents _ reported useful data about three
™®te°Cthe>u^^iovd.ng:^^^T™ocom^3f^ con^l^an'S^r^^^^^^o^ 1^  
167 microcowputars o f 't h ”
K s s n  r £ s M - 3 . , ~  ••■ ■■ = s
r S - - 3 S S - - t «
lim ita tio n s  o r p ro M jJ*  " ™  n“ j f  “ n U e rs "  o” 1” !
s t w . r r . . ? n i v s »  %£%.? ‘ ‘ " . ‘ 'io ™ *for training- and inadequate ®°f^ * „ dents froB the towns of 
response given most frequently Y ^artiles, while the towns 
each of the four 1980 town P°Pul^ 10" ^ | £  of the -inadequate of Quartile 4 accounted for 80 perce
software” responses.
in, final question of the * 3 £  S S
respondents to draw ^pon their * reporting* to provide their 
microcomputer on which they ad®ioe»P for another jurisdiction 
-single most important bit °f “ Y£ter. Responses were provided interested in acquiring a microcompux broa^ ly stated answers, 
by 106 respondents advice delating to theHalf of the 106 responses P or both. These answers
processes of buying hardwar, category of responses for theil.o constituted the most ^ ^ u^tion%aartiles. While these 
towns of each of the 198 f JLem provided summary versions ofanswers were diverse, *°«t of them^pro’ rally advocated by 
the microcomputer procuream . d certain aspects of this
knowledgeable a P strong confirmation from actual
experiences of'towns that a decision to follow the advice of 
experts is a wise one.
cfatns of the Town Micros 
rnmuter n«a Database
As noted earlier, one o ate infomation that might 
microcomputer use survey teov,nical assistance endeavors beyond be used for educational and techni s aiready engaged,
those in which the Local to pursue was the
A particular project « , “ atabaM that a particular
creation of a town information on microcomputer use
town could use to pt was included among the approachesby other towns. This_con°®pt J microcomputers that respondents
o m ' ^ o m g - f o ™  • » “  '°r
constructing the database.
Although the ahort-form r®|p0^d®ntb\ ernaipossible^o^ndertake
database quite favorably, it h " J and maintaining it and 
the time-consuming tasks of c” a“ u 9atelyf during the analysis 
promoting its use by Government Program suffered ama^or
“ S t r e s s 5 ~ t  y.t » »
successful.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the spring of 1984, the Cornell University Local 
Government Program cooperated with the New York State Supervisors 
and County Legislators1 Association to present a pilot program of 
one-day microcomputer workshops for town and county officials and 
employees at five central locations in New York State. The 
association prepared and mailed announcements to town and county 
governments, handled advance registrations, made arrangements for 
the use of motels and hotels for training sites, and handled 
other logistics. Two members of Cornell's Cooperative Extension 
staff planned the program, brought to the workshops Cornell-owned 
microcomputer hardware and software so that participants could 
benefit from "hands-on" experience, and served as instructors.
There were three primary motivations for this experimental 
effort. One was the conviction on the part of the two sponsors 
that, given the substantial decreases in the costs of 
microcomputers systems, they offered substantial promise for 
improving the operations of the great majority of New York's 
general-purpose local governments (cities, counties, towns, and 
villages.) Second, most local government officials and employees 
appeared to have little understanding of basic microcomputer 
concepts, the appropriate uses of this technology, how best to 
acquire and put it to use, and the potential problems and 
frustrations they might encounter with it. Such lack of 
knowledge, it was thought, would substantially inhibit the 
realization of the technology's potential for improving local 
government operations. Third, "hands-on" microcomputer workshops 
were an appropriate way to address this lack of knowledge But 
the existing workshop opportunities were almost always at distant 
large cities at costs that all but a few local governments found 
prohibitive. Thus, there seemed to be a place for workshops with 
low registration fees at locations that did not require overnight 
trips for participants.
Encouraged by the response to this initial pilot program, 
the two sponsors decided to continue with an improved version of 
the workshops. The length of the workshops was increased to two 
days, and additional topics were added to the program, in large 
part in response to the evaluation comments of workshop 
participants. Additional microcomputers were secured so that more 
participants could be accommodated at each workshop, and the 
intended audience was expanded to include city and village
9
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officials and employees. A series of these workshops were held 
each spring and fall through 1986.1
During this time period, the two Cornell instructors and 
other staff at Cornell also initiated related projects. These 
included a.three-day pilot workshop at Cornell oriented more to 
the needs of county officials and employees than the two-day 
regional workshops, a greatly enhanced version of a microcomputer 
program for preparing town budgets that had been developed 
earlier at Cornell under a contract with the New York State 
Commission on Tug Hill, a village version of this software, and a 
two-phase survey of microcomputer use by New York towns.
The town microcomputer use survey, the subject of this report, had three major objectives:
- No systematic research had apparently been done on
the use of microcomputers by New York State local 
governments. Indeed, few research findings were
available on microcomputer use by small local 
governments (those with populations of less than 
10,000) anywhere in the United States. Thus, one 
objective was to help fill this research gap by 
producing reports that would provide information on 
microcomputer use by at least a portion of New York 
State's local governments, including units of 
small population. These reports, it was hoped, 
would be useful to a number of parties. These 
included state and local government officials and employees in New York, staff members of statewide 
local government associations, other providers of 
education and technical assistance to the state1s 
local governments, including Cornell Cooperative 
Extension staff, vendors of microcomputers systems 
to these governments, and local government 
researchers in New York State and elsewhere.
- Another objective was to produce information that 
might help improve the microcomputer workshops for 
local government officials described above. For 
example, the survey findings might influence the 
choice of new hardware and software for use in the 
workshops, identify the problems most frequently 
encountered by New York State local governments 
using microcomputers, and indicate that a component 
on a certain type of application should be added to 
the workshop program.
1The four workshops conducted in the fall of 1986 were 
cosponsored by the New York State Association of Towns and the 
Cornell Local Government Program.
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- A third objective was to generate information that 
might serve as a basis for additional educational 
and technical assistance endeavors. A key project 
that the Cornell staff had in mind was the creation 
of a “town microcomputer use database" that would 
identify towns using microcomputers, the hardware 
and software they were using, the applications for 
which they were using their hardware and software, 
and related information. Through use of this 
database, a local government might be able to 
identify other local governments to consult about 
their experiences with the use of microcomputers.
Another possible project would be to identify from 
the survey responses software of possible use to 
many jurisdictions that survey respondents had 
developed solely for their own use, to review and, 
if necessary, to improve this software and its 
documentation, and to make these software products 
available to other local governments.
The decision to focus the survey solely on towns was due to 
a number of interrelated reasons, most of them quite practical in 
nature. The Cornell researchers wanted the database referred to 
above to include a high percentage of jurisdictions using 
microcomputers to ensure a high level of utility for users of the 
database. Thus, they concluded that although surveying an
appropriate sample of the state*s local governments would enable 
them to provide findings about use of microcomputers by these 
governments, such a survey would not generate information on a 
sufficient number of local governments using microcomputers for 
the database. On the other hand, the staff time and funds 
available for this project precluded attempts to survey all of 
the state*s approximately 1,600 cities, counties, towns, and 
villages. Therefore, the Cornell staff decided to survey all 
towns largely because the membership of the cosponsor of the 
workshops at that point, the New York State Supervisors and 
County Legislators* Association, included town supervisors and 
because more town than city, county, or village personnel were 
attending the regional workshops. Reasons that supported this 
choice were the facts that towns are the most numerous type of 
general-purpose local government in New York State (932 of the 
approximately 1,600 total units) and are also the most diverse in 
terms of population size and services provided. A final 
justification was that similar surveys could be done later for 
cities, counties, and villages if the town survey proved 
worthwhile and sufficient resources became available.
This report is addressed primarily to the first objective 
identified above. The next section provides a general 
description of the survey forms, the survey procedures, the time 
period of the survey, and the number of responses received. This 
is followed by two sections that present the results and analysis 
for the two related questionnaires that were used, the "short 
form" and the "long form". A final section briefly describes the
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steps necessary for making operational and maintaining the town 
microcomputer use database referred to above and reports the status of that project.
II. A TWO-PHASE SURVEY PROCESS: AN OVERVIEW
Because the survey designers wanted certain very limited 
information from as many as reasonably possible of the state’s 
932 towns, they designed a one-page mail questionnaire —  the 
"short form” —  that could be easily completed in a few minutes 
(see Appendix A.) This form was sent to all town supervisors 
with a request that it be completed by the supervisor or another 
knowledgeable person. It asked respondents to rate a number of 
specific approaches for assisting their particular local 
governments with the acquisition and use of microcomputers. It 
also asked them to indicate whether their local governments were 
using microcomputers and, if they were, how many were being used 
and under what ownership arrangements. The towns that responded 
that they were using microcomputers were also asked to identify 
the most knowledgeable town official or employee to contact about 
their microcomputer use.
This latter question generated potential respondents for _ a 
much more detailed questionnaire —  the "long form” (see Appendix 
B) . They were mailed a number of long-form questionnaires 
equivalent to the number of microcomputers identified on the 
particular town's short-form questionnaire? it was requested that 
one form be completed for each microcomputer. They were asked to 
either complete the questionnaires themselves or to oversee their 
completion and return by other appropriate town officials and 
employees. The long form first asked for the names of the 
manufacturer and model and the date of purchase of the 
microcomputer. These questions were followed by a major section 
that asked respondents to identify their hardware components and 
software and to indicate their satisfaction with^ them. The 
second principal section asked respondents to identify the 
applications for which a particular microcomputer was being used 
and to estimate the number of hours per month it was used for 
each application. A third section asked about a number of 
matters that the survey designers believed would serve the survey 
objectives, such as the adequacy of training and important 
problems experienced in the use of the particular microcomputer.
The two questionnaires were distributed and completed from 
October 1985 into July 1986. The short-form questionnaire was 
first mailed to all towns in October 1985. A second mailing was 
made in November to towns who had not responded to the first 
mailing. The second mailing generated significantly more 
responses than the first, perhaps in part because the 1985 
elections were no longer claiming the time of town officials. 
General experience with mail surveys indicated that the improved
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response to the second mailing probably meant that a third 
mailing would prove worthwhile. This was done in February 1986. 
Long-form questionnaires were mailed to the appropriate persons 
on a continuing basis as the short-form questionnaires were 
returned, generally within a week of the receipt of a short-form 
questionnaire identifying a particular town as a user of 
microcomputer technology. After an appropriate interval of time, 
follow-up telephone calls were made to those persons who had not 
returned their long-form questionnaires, and follow-up mailings 
were made if necessary. A total of 705 short-form questionnaires 
were returned by the same number of towns, and a total of 167 
long-form questionnaires were received from 99 towns. Four of 
the short-form questionnaires were received in May 1986, and 16 
of the long-form questionnaires were received in May, June, and 
July 1986. The remainder of the forms were received in preceding months.
III. ANALYSIS OF THE SHORT-FORM RESPONSES
The Short-Form Respondents
The response to the short-form survey was excellent. A 
total of 705 (76 percent) of the state's 932 towns completed and 
returned short-form questionnaires. These 705 towns were representative of towns of different sizes as categorized in 
terms of 1980 town population quartiles, a measure of size of 
government selected by the researchers for their analysis. As 
indicated by Table 1, approximately one-fourth of the 705 
responding towns were from each of the four town population 
quartiles.2
The decision to use town population quartiles as a measure 
of town population size was based on a number of reasons. 
Measures other than population size could have been employed, 
such as magnitude of annual operating budget or number of full­
time equivalent employees. But size of population seemed to be 
the most commonly used measure of size of local government in 
other studies of computer use by local governments. It also 
seems to be the indicator of size most often used by students and 
practitioners of local government in New York State as well as by 
state decision-makers interested in local government matters. A 
greater number of town population groups than four could have 
been chosen. But the researchers hypothesized that four would be 
sufficient to show important differences in microcomputer use 
among sizes of towns.
As readers proceed through this report, they should keep in 
mind the population limits of the towns of the different 
quartiles or refer to Table 1 as necessary to refresh their 
memories. Frequent references to these different groups of towns 
will be made. A reference to towns of the first quartile, for 
example, simply means those 233 towns (one-quarter of the total 
of 932 towns) that had 1980 populations between 32 and 1,434, as 
indicated in Column 1 of Table 1.
2The area of a town includes the area of any village wholly 
or partially within town boundaries, making village residents 
also town residents. Thus, the town population figures used for 
the survey analysis include village residents for those towns 
containing village territory.
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Table 1. TOWN GOVERNMENTS RESPONDING TO THE SHORT-
FORM SURVEY, BY SIZE OF POPULATION 
705 New York Towns, 1985-1986
1980 town
population
quartiles^/
Number 
of towns 
in quartile
Number of
short-form
respondents
% of total
short-form
respondents
1 (populations of 
32 to 1,434) 233 173 24.5
2 (populations of 
1,436 to 2,635) 233 172 24.4
3 (populations of 2,639 to 6,018) 233 178 25.3
4 (populations of 
6,027 to 738,517) 233 182 25.8
Totals 932 705 100.0
-/ Village populations are included in the town population figures used here.
SOURCE: The town population figures are from the 1980 census of
population, but were taken from a computer file provided
by the Office of the New York State Comptroller.
Use of Microcomputers by Towns of Different Sizes
The short-form survey confirmed the researchers1 hypotheses 
that considerably less than 50 percent of all New York State 
towns were using microcomputers and that increases in the use of 
microcomputers would be associated with increases in size of 
towns. Twenty-three percent (163) of the 705 towns that returned 
short-form questionnaires claimed that they owned microcomputers, 
had "another microcomputer use arrangement," or had both of these 
arrangements. As shown in Table 2, the percentages of responding 
towns in Quartiles 1 and 2 owning and having other microcomputer 
use arrangements were low and at approximately the same level—  
approximately 11 percent (20 towns in Quartile 1 and 18 towns in 
Quartile 2) . But this figure doubled for Quartile 3 —  to 22 
percent (39 towns) -- and doubled again for Quartile 4 —  to 47 percent (86 towns)■
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There are a number of plausible explanatory factors that may 
be put forth for the fact that less than one-quarter of all New 
York State towns were using microcomputers at the time of the 
survey. Although microcomputers have now been on the market for 
more than a decade, it was only after the introduction of the IBM 
PC in August 1981 that the pace of adoption of microcomputer 
technology by society in general really became impressive. Thus, 
the length of the "true microcomputer revolution" was still quite 
short at the time of the survey. Software products created 
specifically for New York State local governments had generally 
been on the market for even shorter periods of time. Even at the 
time of the survey, such software packages did not appear to be 
numerous, nor did the great majority of town officials and 
employees appear to know of the few in existence. In addition, 
lack of knowledge and experience with computer technology in 
general on the part of many town officials and employees probably 
made them unwilling to move quickly into use of microcomputers. 
Also, the 1980s have not been a particulary prosperous time for 
many towns; microcomputers may therefore have seemed to fall into 
the "nice but not necessary" category of improvements in town 
operations. Finally, many interested town officials probably 
wanted to hear about successful use of microcomputers by other 
jurisdictions before making a commitment to their use.
Table 2. TOWN USE OF MICROCOMPUTERS, BY 1980TOWN POPULATION QUARTILES 
705 New York Towns, 1985-1986
1980 town
population
quartiles
Percent 
towns in
of responding 
each cruartile: TotalPercentOwningm/cs^/
With another m/c 
use arrangement
1 4.0 8.1 11.6^ /
2 5.8 5.2 10.5”/
3 15.7 6.2 21.9
4 43.4 3.8 47.2
"1 * 1 / U  J L O  0 .1 1  a . M M X .  C  V -------------------- ----
h/ Xn both Quartiles 1 and 2, one town both owned a 
microcomputer and had another microcomputer use arrangement. In 
both cases, this town was counted only once for calculating the 
percentage shown in the final column.
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An important implication of the above quartile percentages 
is that New York State*s rural towns are tending to lag behind 
the non-rural towns in the use of microcomputer technology. 
There are some towns in New York State with such large land areas 
that even though their 1980 populations placed them in Quartile 
4, most observers would consider them rural. On the other hand, 
almost all towns of less then 2,635 population —  the upper limit 
of Quartile 2 —  would strike most observers as rural. This 
would probably be true even of many towns in Quartile 3. As 
noted above, towns in these quartiles were much less likely than those in Quartile 4 to be using microcomputers.
What kinds of reasonable explanations can be hypothesized 
for the much lower use of microcomputers by rural towns? One 
potential explanation that the researchers do not think is 
justified is that microcomputer technology is not generally cost- 
effective for these governments. This needs to be investigated 
further, perhaps by means of careful case studies of rural towns 
that are using or have tried to use microcomputer technology. 
The ^ researchers1 field experience has provided them with general 
familiarity with a number of candidates for such studies. These 
cases suggest that, if properly selected, acquired, and used, 
microcomputer systems constitute cost-effective technology for 
the great majority of New York State*s rural local governments.
Among other possible explanatory factors that seem more 
plausible, three would seem to be of considerable importance. 
One is that towns of larger populations have greater needs to do 
the types of things that microcomputer systems are designed to 
help organizations do —  to organize, update, and manipulate 
large amounts of data. Secondly, the purchase of an initial 
microcomputer and accompanying software (as well as the purchase 
of additional systems) is a considerably less significant 
expenditure in the budgets of larger towns than in those of rural 
towns. Thirdly, it is possible that there has been a 
significantly more limited understanding of microcomputer 
technology in general and its usefulness to local governments in 
particular among officials and employees of rural local 
governments. One reason for this might be that the technology 
has not been as generally prevalent in rural areas as in suburban 
and urban areas, thus reducing the opportunities of local 
government officials and employees to learn about it through day- 
to-day exposure. Another reason could be that their access to 
formal educational opportunities to learn about the technology 
(college courses, adult education workshops, training provided by 
businesses to their employees, etc.) has been significantly more 
1imited.
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Microcomputer Ownership bv Towns 
Versus Other-Use Arrangements
Another of the researchers1 hypotheses generally supported 
by the short-form data was that most microcomputers used for town 
purposes would be owned by the towns themselves, but that other- 
use arrangements would become relatively more important as town 
size decreased. A total of 124 towns reported that they owned 
microcomputers, while 41 reported other-use arrangements.3 As 
Table 2 indicates, microcomputers were owned by 4 percent of the 
towns of the first quartile (the smallest towns), while a much 
larger percentage of towns from this quartile —  8 percent—  
claimed other-use arrangements. For the towns of the second 
quartile, the percentages were approximately equal, with 6 
percent owning microcomputers and 5 percent with other-use 
arrangements. For the third quartile, two and one-half times as 
many towns were owners as had other-use arrangements (16 percent 
as opposed to 6 percent). This multiple increased to eleven for 
the fourth quartile (43 percent versus 4 percent).
Table 3 shows that use for town purposes of a microcomputer 
owned by a town official or employee accounted for most of the 
other-use arrangements reported, both overall and in each of the 
town population quartiles. This arrangement was reported by 26 
of the total of 41 towns with other-use arrangements. For each 
quartile, it was reported by at least half of the towns. While 
for the second quartile nearly as many towns reported 
arrangements with private-sector service bureaus using 
microcomputers as ownership by an official or employee, on the 
whole, the service-bureau arrangement was reported much less 
frequently —  by only 12 towns.
Although the data on town ownership as opposed to other-use 
arrangements generally conformed to what the researchers had 
expected, the actual percentages of towns reporting other-use 
arrangements and the use for town purposes of microcomputers 
owned by employees and officials were significantly higher than 
expected. Twenty-five percent of the towns reporting use of 
microcomputers (41 of 163) claimed other-use arrangements, and 16 
percent (26 of 163) claimed use of microcomputers owned by 
officials or employees.
What are some possible reasons that numerous towns were 
involved in these other-use arrangements rather than town 
ownership? The researchers* field experience and a few comments 
on the short-form questionnaires suggest a number of reasons, one 
or more of which might be involved in the case of a particular
3Two of the 124 towns that owned microcomputers also had 
other-use arrangements and therefore are also included in the 41 
reporting other-use arrangements.
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Table 3. TOWNS WITH NON-OWNERSHIP MICROCOMPUTER
USE ARRANGEMENTS, BY 1980 
TOWN POPULATION QUARTILES 
41 New York Towns, 1985-1986
Number of towns with:1980 town
population
quartiles
M/c owned 
by official 
or employee^/
Service
bureau
arrangement
Other
arrangements Totals
1 10 4 1 14—/
■ 2 5 4 1 gfe/
3 7 3 1 11
4 _4 _JL 2 7
Totals 26 12 5 41
"M/c" is an abbreviation for microcomputer.
£/ One town in each of these quartiles reported two different 
other-use arrangements. Each town is counted only once in this 
column.
town. In a few instances, a decision by a town not to purchase a 
microcomputer may have prompted an employee or official to 
personally purchase a machine to be used solely or almost 
entirely for town, purposes. Probably much more common was an 
employee or official's ownership of a microcomputer used 
principally for private purposes. The supervisor's bookkeeper in 
one town, for example, was preparing the town payroll on the 
microcomputer used in the supervisor's pharmacy business. The 
use of a service-bureau arrangement probably almost always 
involved an attempt to gain access to microcomputer technology 
for clearly defined and quite limited financial management 
purposes at a cost that town decision-makers considered 
significantly more affordable than that of microcomputer 
ownership. Another consideration might have been the desire to 
gain such access without the perceived risks of costly and 
embarrassing mistakes and failures on the part of a particular 
person or the town itself. In some cases, use of a service 
bureau probably also reflected the conclusion of an employee or 
official that he or she did not have the time to learn to operate 
a microcomputer.
In most cases, these other-use arrangements will probably 
prove to be transitional to town ownership of one or more 
microcomputer systems. In general, it seems reasonable to expect
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ssti's,* s s a s i  as s s s K i  «
s s ?  ‘SSofficials and employees, highlight to a
S S i S S S S ?  ranahTe10LereStowenelusIdeprived when a microcomputer becomes unavailable for
s s r -  ?.* s s m s s ’S ' w s
ownership to follow from other-use arrangements.
another noteworthy point concerning other-use arrangements . Another noteworrnye P that tQWn use of microcomputer
P7ripVe ^ U e^°thebU=  use°of
i ! ° Cg S ^ ^ i ^ n f a g 1/ ^bureau arrangements with private organization -mainframegovernments, but these involvedminicomputersandmainframe
I d v T t ^ s  0? tS tl - S S e ,,i S S S K ^  ~  rcesflhrough anrTvate lexica bureau, the affordability of microcomputertechnology^and^heavaliability of ..user-friendlyj softwarepose
serious obstacles to the widespread use by towns of pnvat 
service bureaus for access to microcomputer technology.
Neither does it seem likely that cooperative ownership of
ilii l SJS W ~ * .  ws. being d l .b m d .d  . t  c h . t u »  »*
ed! D°n^Washington1,8 --- international City Mal^gement
Association, 1986), pp. 97-99.
Srpvic -ions reoort on a national survey of local government ^The 1985 report on a n Tn+.ernational City managementcomputer use sponsored by th . conclusion. See John
S S i l n S S ™ ' " ” ''' Association,
September 1985), p. 2.
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systems or°wL=fn ^ n ^ = f ?erS W®r® buyin5 thair own microcomputer J ™ ! !  6 /  I. 3 .tlatlng arrangements with a private service
werf reported °onerthenS^ nCr . 0f j°int °r =°°Psrativ. owneSip were reported on the short-form questionnaires m  -5
operating methods, the cooperative approach would seem to have 
muob «  . with the private sezVice bureau; its use Sill
b® lnhl^ ted by the same factors cited above in relation to that approach. In addition, the time that officials aid 
employees must invest to negotiate a local governmentcooperativf 
agreement is often considerable. A microcomputer cooperative 
i ^ n n t 891* "°St attractive to smaller towns, but their headers may net wantto - - or be able to -  incur these time costs Much 
f this negotiating input could be provided bv countv 
governments, state agencies, or perhaps by a state local
but su«i=ient incentives to cause ?hem 
thisd°siSt ° u a ^  w ^ h a ^ e . 156611 la0king- “  ^  ^
Town Preferences for Educational and Technical Assistance
. The _ short-form questionnaire asked respondents to rate a mber of means for assisting their towns with the acauisition 
and use of microcomputers. The specific question asked m s  "What 
ssistan.ee would be best for your government for aeguirina and/or 
using microcomputers?" six specific methods were^listed alona 
tho?r * spaoe .for respondents to describe additional methods in
i Waf ma5e' the researchers assumed that the checkindicated preferred methods, but that the respondents did not
p^ f er °"e another. Thus, they recorded all such checks asones. Approximately 250 respondents provided no ratimc
..^robabla indication for most of them of a lack of interest in using microcomputer technology. merest m
. . Tbe.ratings were analyzed in two ways. one involved simolv
ratino1of,n^i th® ’if13®1' °f times a Particular method was given a that 9 invo?vfd Th® second method used was a statistical method that, . involved —  among other steps —  assigning proportional
could^ " be^ " taken K "  ratii^s 30 that r a t i n g ^ i L K  Pthan Sne b® taken mto account. A rating of one was assigned a weight of ten and other ratings were given lower numbers. This
.was? a two-year pilot project initiated by the New York 
?bate•CommissiPn °n Tug Hill. The member governments purchased wo microcomputer systems, and the commission provided personnel
support for computerizing the members' bookkeeping, draining
cooperative!™01 t0 ^  thS “icr°c° ^ t e r s , andP m^aging S I
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method might allow, for example, a method that g r a t e d  two^and
three by a great , Another method that was rated one by apriority score higher than anotner metnuu
lower number of respondents.
or th.„ «
essentially the siime, introductory microcomputer trainingof assistance was clearly inuroa * . secon(j, third, and
sessions. The approaches th local governmentsfourth were, respectively, "contact list of N^b yparticular
using partlcuiar har ® ddct ions for using software programs applications," "written instructions ror u *lf_stud materials
to accomplish cojmon of microcomputers." Because ofon initial acquisition and use or mic £  Qf these three
the relative closeness of the croup" of preferred
methods, they might be nough to merit the conclusion
methods. Their ratmgs hl:L t educational and technicalthat these are approaches that education^ ^  pursue. The
methodsnr a t ^ e^ f ^ aud°sixUi, i^ame^ .y^  "microcomputer^consulting^
which towns have a low level of interest.
some interpretative comments concerning these ratings may be 
helpful.
. • 4ntroductorv microcomputer trainingThe top ratmg g , t two important factors. Thl®sessions may stem from at x®as inadeauate understanding of
ra tin g  almost c e rta in ly  “  r t d f  the o f f ic ia ls  and
microcomputer technology o their desires to overcome this employees of most towns and , f / ase a l e t hocl of a different 
l im ita t io n . I f  th is  were not the case, a mern The seoond
nature should have received d u n g  day reflect is a lack of 
important factor that t .. . meet the requirements of most
availability of such .^S?°Tnfna local government officials and towns. Experience with training ^ ^ ^ “ ggests that these
employees in New ^  delude low fees, training sites that do requirements generally_includ r participants, and timenot reguire overnight trips iol f 
commitments of no more than two days.
The fact that respondents ao°°^edt ^significant^xtent 
microcomputer shows probablyalso microcomputer technology.
s  s i s i  u ,  « « -  -  ■
7only 42 answers were provided inn .^d-^hed r&own words.
r a t i n g s  a s  h i g h  as  a n y  o fthe six specifically described methods.
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Table 4. RATINGS OF METHODS FOR ASSISTING TOWNS 
. I0 ACQUIRE AND USE MICROCOMPUTERS 459 New York Town Officials, 1985-1986
Methods No. of times rated "l"
introductory microcomputer training sessions
Contact list of NYS local governments 
using particular hardware Ind so??ware for particular applications
s S i-l s s ? 1'2'3 for »
Self-study materials on initial 
acquisition and use of microcomputers
Microcomputer consulting 
Microcomputer fairs (vendor shows)
Weightedscores
222
150
136
119
45
23
5.7
4.7
4.5
4.0
2.3
1.4
demonstrated^and"explained"9 °f thS teChnologY that is being 
microcomputer6 training^ses^ion^than £®spondent;S to introductoryinitial acquisition and usa nf to self-study materials on
part the training preferences “1°JocomPuters “ay reflect in good
subject matter. 9They proSabL f s s ^ r t h a ?  th!%f°- thls type °f would involve actual use of tl?e training sessionsthe case. T h u s t h ei r r aH  microcomputers, since this is usually
training as a' significantly better" w f  of^lSa* "handsron" microcomputers than studying7 writteif learning aboutpossible that the differe nce  “ateriais. it is also
on the part of many respondents that it isf« C^S **1® °?nolusi°n commitment to attend is easler to fulfill a
to study written materials. 9 sslons than a promise to oneself
York TS^te lait01caeiY governments5 ,gi^en to a , contact list of New software for particular ar»r»i-t r* +. ■ Sln .^ Particular hardware and 
often expressed^y0" l«  consistent with thoughts
problems or toe use of Snffmn ?»>■offlclala • When perplexinguse of unfamiliar new approaches are under
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consideration local officials often
by "governments like us "that ^oed^ « e  s they would be
S ; . ^ S " n''Su “- U U f i o V  concmln, .i.roco^t.r
use.
. „aT-tial test of whether the creation of written
lnnHb esse,s^ra’iiSiiSw
with its "Town Budget Worksheet. this pr Lotus
user's manual and a prepare a town1-2-3 electronic spreadsheet that help a user pr p
b»d,.t. h m l l V ”.‘ tto“ ou‘l, evaluation ntuay 1.
ss:an potr.“  .i9s;i ^  g.p;s r P”  “*?
SS .“ IS 3 1?. 1.S5 .“,5Io*H.?t“ '.ISK 2ith th....
of microcomputers.
The low rating given microcomputer not inconsistent with the experience with thrs alternatx ^  
New York State Department of State and tne governments
Conference of Mayors, ^ u l t i n a  sluices developed when these
PrMtt»ti * U y”° l S 5 ? ' t 2 n  “ til o2,m notSllY1ZS M M « !  W
E S S S S t .  W  '!>%>»«“  og?'01" tlS i v . r * » X T 2 £ i ?  £ *respondents to the short form ^nmvided bv private
"microcomputer consulting" ^  their towns were notconsultants charging hourly rates unax.
willing to pay.8
T a ^ o r o f  !n^odTctoryaS microcomputer Training** sessions?
Thi two methods of analysis described ^finTprefere^ces
both again yielded the same ord®fo°?a^ lteThe tiSes ?ated second The most highly rated time was weekdays' and Satirdays. The topand third were, respectively, evenings and saturoj ^  third
ranking for weekdays as tion that the persons mostpriorities may reflect a coimon assumption that t£ose workinglikely to use microcomputers for town purposeSs" ^  spend their
weekdays for towns rather than th P vities. The time rated
weekdays at non:town jobs or a t °th®LS^ile local governmentlowest was during meetings of statewide locar y
8The President 
Association, an
dent of the Independent Computer Consultants 
organization of some 4,000 consultants, stated in
1985 that "anything between $^o a^ d 1^ n t  ^Seeilrk Stevens,
S S S S t " = L IU 0’ PY * r tH “ .’ Pr rc o ° ^ « Y  c o n .u lt . i i t ,"  u u .
December 30, 1985, part 3, page 4.
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XV. ANALYSIS OF THE LONG-FORM RESPONSES
The Long-Form Respondents
To assure themselves of the adequacy of the response to the 
long-form survey, the researchers needed to establish which towns 
comprised the long-form survey universe, the total group «  
concern for this survey. It was decided that^this group shoul 
be considered to be those towns in which microcomputers were 
directly used by town officials or employees for town purposes. 
Those towns for which an external person or another organization 
was using a microcomputer to do workt for the town should be 
excluded. The research rationale behind this _ distinction wa 
that the researchers wanted data on town microcomputer use 
arrangements that augmented the capacity of towns to 
microcomputer technology. This research rationale wa® by a practical one: the possibilities of getting the external
providers of microcomputer services to complete the long-form 
questionnaires seemed very low.
Since an actual count of this universe did not exist and 
since analyzing the data by size of town again seemed important, 
the size of the universe and its distribution among *980 
population quartiles was estimated on the basis of the sh°rt survey data on "direct-user towns." Given the criteria stated 
above^ direct-user towns were considered to include those towns 
owning microcomputers and those for which an employee or official 
was using her or his microcomputer for town purposes. Towns with 
a service bureau arrangement were excluded. The five towns 
other arrangements (see Table 3) were included °r exclu^  depending on the facts of their particular situations. For 
example, a town using a leased microcomputer was included. For 
each quartile, the number of direct-user towns responding to the 
short-form survey was then used to generate an estimate of the 
total nuSer of direct-user towns for the quartile. These four 
estimates were then summed to generate an estimate of the total 
number of direct-user towns.
An example will show how this estimation process worked
For Quartile 1, the short-form survey data indrcated that there
were 7 towns that owned microcomputers. Nxn® of ttie towns
that had other-use arrangements qualified as additional dir 
user towns. Thus, the total number of dl^t-user * 4ese Quartile 1 indicated by the short-form survey data was 16. These 
?6 towns represented 9.2 percent of the total number of?towns in
j i e n that responded to the short—form survey (17 ^
Table 1). There were 233 towns (25 percent of 932) towns m  eac
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1980 town population quartile. Thus, 9.2 percent of the 233
towns in Quartile 1 equals 21 towns, the estimated number of 
direct-user towns of Quartile 1. Use of the same process 
generated estimated numbers of direct-user towns for the other 
three quartiles. The estimates for the four quartiles were then 
summed to produce a total estimate of 19 6 direct-user towns. The 
estimated 21 direct-user towns of Quartile 1 represented 10.7 percent of the total estimate of 196 direct-user towns.
As Table 5 shows, the 99 towns that returned the long-form 
questionnaires were representative of direct-user towns of 
different sizes as categorized in terms of 1980 town population 
quartiles. A comparison of Columns 3 and 5 of Table 5 indicates 
that the percentage of towns returning long-form questionnaires 
was very close to the percentage of direct-user towns for each 
quartile. For example, an estimated 10.7 percent of the total 
estimated number of 196 direct-user towns was from Quartile 1 
and 11. l percent of the total of 99 towns returning long-form questionnaires represented towns of this quartile.
Table 5. LONG-FORM RESPONDENTS COMPARED TO DIRECT-USER 
TOWNS, BY 1980 TOWN POPULATION QUARTILES 
99 New York Towns, 1985-1986
1980 town
population
quartiles
Estimates 
of direct- 
user towns
% of total
direct-usertowns
Long-form
respondenttowns
% of total 
long-form 
respondent towns
1 21 10.7 11 11.1
2 20 10.2 9 9.1
3 46 23.5 23 23.2
4 109 55.6 56 56.6
Totals 196 100.0 99 100.0
The Momentum of Town Adoption of Microcomputer Technology
The answers to a question on the long-form questionnaire 
a rp<?earchers to address questions concerning th
“ i s
" 5 ™ *  »“ a * "  ^ S S T t %
Z b s s n r j s s s * ' ’ s r s s ^ . ^ F ' s  s -  smicrocomputers by towns. In other words, was |
adoption of microcomputer technology iziareuinq. Mo:re ' uter
there differences in ^different ad op 1 possibly other
s s n s s r x  “ s * .  V .  hiiPv  ^uses, anfaw H j*nCT towns with microcomputer hardware,
software? and related services, including education and technical
assistance.
Tables 6 and 7 provide data from two different perspectives 
that are relevant to these questions. Using 1980 town population auartiles? Table 6 combines data from the long-form survey on (1)
E S t  ° L r L T l o m % ^ l T t o r  S S S  used (d2r|tly by
^artfles. If a town ?  T h e T t a T
T amtig^tWbeWcons°fdered 'arrangements
repres?nt°\h\ T s Sef i T S T t T n t  to microcomputer technology than 9
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9The data for 1985 in both Tables 6 and 7 ^ t T e T ^ o m e  
understated. Since the survey Process beg " £eting one or towns may have acquired microcomputers c p g WOuld
even strengthen them.
_ a+.a i nog are not included in the two tables even thoughData for 1986 are which long-form questionnairesa few of the microcomputers -i t useca for town purposes
not sufficient for the development of figures 
comparable to those of preceding years.
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For responding towns as a whole it annoarc . ,,
1985 there was indeed a building of' momentum fn t W r  S
indicates that^ofPthtr *®chn°logy- The last column of Tibia 6 indicates that of the 156 microcomputers for which tho «
o££»idOS data' only 6 had been purchased or were being used under other arrangements at the end nr ioai IT9 usea under
an increase in the number of microcomputers Jurcha^d ^ or^irst used under other arrangements to a total fo? ! ^ !  of 78 ™
s s \ - s £  ^ = s r * s m ~
i n h s i .  i f  j r s s j a » , “ ^ ~  v « = r ; ?
6. MICROCOMPUTERS USED BY TOWNS, BY YEAR
OF PURCHASE OR FIRST USE AND BY 1980 
TOWN POPULATION QUARTILES
91 New York Towns, 156 Microcomputers, Through 1985^/
Number of m/cs purchased or first . used in these years bv towns insfe/ 
Quartile QuartileVQuartile Quartile
1 2 3 4 Totals
Before
1982 0 0 2 4 6
1982 0 1 1 7 9
1983 1 2 6 10 19
1984 1 3 10 30 44
1985 _Z _2 _9 60 78
Totals 9 8 28 111 156
T^e data, indicate year of purchase for town-owned microcomputers and year of first use for town purposes for
repnit^ hSea £nder other arrangements. Eleven micracomputers reported by 8 towns were not used to develop the table because 
ates were not reported or because the microcomputers ' were 
purchased m  1986, a year for which data comparable ^ o those of
survey!'115 yearS °°Uld n0t b® develoPed due to the timing of the 
”/ HM/cs,s is an abbreviation for microcomputers .
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The data for the towns of different sizes in the two'. S  t Z u i *  vinn^ina of overall momentum was, m  fact,indicate that this building ouartile of towns and, to a
mostly a phenomenon of th® *ou “ tiTe of towns. Table 6 shows much lesser extent, the thi gu yearly increase m
that for the towns of Quartile 4' there first used under otherthe number of microcomputers ac^ired^r ^  lgg5_
arrangements from 4 at rne . e_ l l r t u a r c ± for the towns of
though the general tren^ , , s impressive, namely, from 2Quartile 3 the ^ u r e s  are much ^rom Ta£le 7 for
^ e thtowensd 3  the third and ^  ta^lVfo?
? e StowAs o0? "the ° nrsthaand "seconl quartiles show no clear
Table 7 rrnWN<; PURCHASING MICROCOMPUTERS, BY YEAR OF PURCHASE^AND^1980 TOWN POPULATION QUARTILES
78 New York Towns, Through 1985 /
■ to°* towns w r o h ^ lnqQuartile Quartile Quartne 2 3 4Quartile1 Totals
Before
1982 0 0 2 3
5
1982 0 1 1 4
6
1983 0 0 2 8
10
1984 0 1 7 19
27
2 8 38 521985 _4
Totals 4 4
« 1 1 T Q
20
+- nun ci nwnina
72
microcompu
100
ters that
s/ Tne data ai«* , -i1Tnupr Df towns inresponded to the longTform survey.^ microc^ tiputers in more than
third and fourth quartile P totals column is greater than 78. one year; thus, the sum °f the totals^ column ^  not use(J tQ
Eleven microcomputers reported Y reported or because thedevelop the table because dates were not **P fQr whioh data
; S S S f ? o =th“* ? o ? “ 5 « . a i M  y « -  » “ia “ * b* a*” 1°p*4 a°*. i-i-* tho survey. ___
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m icrocom pute^technologyT T e T t a  T  the t T  °f  adoPtio n  °ffor the towns of the first mT-rf fi. th® .^w° tables for 1985
possible increase off importance 1 but mollTh the.^®ginnin9 of asafely ventured. . / ut more than this cannot be
firstTandSse^ond0quartilS?^Ls c o n s i s t e n t tOWns °f ^he the researchers f L m  vendors S  h Z p^  informal reports tosystems for New York state i inanCial mana9ement software
financial management applications s e f i T T ^ l T l m o n a T  stimulate local governments to lake an initiaT ^ atmicrocomputer. But in 1984 and iqqr initial purchase of a
very few sales to smaller Lea? governments ^ 3 W*re reportin*
computer h a r d w t r T T f t w a T T n d  T l f t X T s e T °  town.s micro_ education and technical servi°®S/ includingportrayed by these data’ a fun assess the situation
beyondY the limits of ?Ms rfnnLdlh0,iSS10n °f *his l o t i o n  is
serve to stimulate thought by others T-ir^t* L ri*f °olmllants may emphasize the need for studio. First, bhese figures again
microcomputers for smaller towns * ehS °ost“effectiveness of
demonstrate that t h e T e c h n o l o ^ L  apprTriat* *f Tvf® S!Udies
as the researchers think the^ would then a hf a L  o™S? t°Wnf' providers of education 4 -T' ■ ®n a noavy emphasis by
Understand L s  u se fu ? Ls s  to  them a L  ahS1St anC® °n h e lPin ? themwould seem to b T i n  o S  1 . ™  ‘°k acquire and use iton af i A9ef _ * -Cnirdt this emphasis should oreepde
a i .  ‘S i u r ' i 110” °r * w  * • £ £ £ ?thev ho 2 r°5_ 5ftese smaller towns that recruire that
telecommunicationsUSnetwoerk  °oT c i n t r l ^ d l ^  oonneot to  asoftware firms attempting to se^e New York s L t . . Fo^rth- governments should take a number Y "_ State's local
own particular situations C  accounf 3 e^aluatin^ thpresented above. These . ©valuatmg the data
current products t S S “ ^ L a T t T L
to better me^t The' needs ^ T s m a l l e r  * toths810^ " 8" .products
s e L  \ o  “indicaTTa0" ^ t o T s T f  a M fU y ' J n general, the Sata 
market ^  T m ^ T r e T h T l T g i L  T e T '  VirtUally Untapp®d
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Microcomputer Equipment 
•Reported bv Towns
Tables 8 and 9 were created to answer a question frequentlyiauie _ rt-F-F-ir'-iaici and employees and others. wnarof interest to town officials ana employ gg towns that
brands of microcomputers are towns using. | microcomputers
responded to the long-f « «  w ^ ' o n l y  5 of t^ese companiesfrom 27 manufacturers, but there w y times. Thesewhose microcomputers were reported 10 bl 8 and 9 s For
manufacturers are specifically named dominant manufacturer was
clearly1IBM as the researchers had expected._ The final columns clearly IBM, as tn ^ that 43 towns, which represented 43
£ » £ £  5  \ n l0; " 0
significantly lower numbers an P position in the fourth
; s r g o ”* s . s r  « : « - « .  — t
dominant manufacturers.
IBM's dominance among New Yorka £ “ "on”1the^mtioSalparallels the dominance of this »anufaciture:^ore than 10,000
scene among county.|n<*urveJ Qf these governments sponsored by 
t S T  International City Management Association ^ P ^  ^ters.
" p „ l . J i m ,  r..p.«Piv.lyl ... ...a W  * «
less of the respondents.
A matter of even more interest to the res^rcher^ than
T i ^ p u ? ^
S L T S &knowledgeable parties. The lmostPali Qf the software
S S ?  ^ i S S T S 1' ^ "  - S m W  or U„. o«
microcomputers.
Numerous sources of information wereused to^  ^ egorize^the 
microcomputers f°r "h^h long^°ra ^  the reaearchers own
knowledge,°^the™^tocwledgeable parties at Cornell, microcomputer
10Scoggins, Tidrich, and Auerbach, 
Government, '* p • 3 .
"Computer Use in Local
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Table 8. TOWNS USING MICROCOMPUTERS OF DIFFERENT 
MANUFACTURERS, BY 1980 TOWN 
POPULATION QUARTILES
99 New York Towns, 167 Microcomputers, 1985-1986
Manufac­
turer
Number of towns using manufacturer* a/
Totals
Quartile1 Quartile2 Quartile3 Quartile4
IBM 4 4 5 30 43
Sperry 0 0 2 5 7
Apple 1 1 5 1 8
Tandy/RadioShack 4 1 4 4 13
Burroughs 0 0 0 4 4
Others^/ _,_2 _2 7 23 35
Totals
£/ ”M\r-
11
fiW -5 es ana -a'
9 23 67 1105/
b, ""WLoviaLion tor "microcomputers.”C< Ti era 22 other brands of microcomputers.
Quart lies 3S , t" great.er than 99 because some towns inmanufacturer d microco”Puters from more than one
^ . ant^  periodicals, informed retailers of microcomputerhardware and software, the town personnel using particular 
machines, and, m  a few cases, even microcomputer manufacturers 
d e f ? n ^ SS m?ny Afferent sources of information aSd the varying r.o^ enitl0nST^f compatibility, it is certainly possible that other persons would classify some microcomputers differently than thev
£ha! these"*" m ?  ? r ,th> . V P0rt- But lfc see“s «tremely dISbtful that d ^ o p e d  differences would alter the general picture
v,j . IBM ^c, (bbe PC, the PC XT, and the PC AT models) andhighly compatible machines constituted not only a large
n S  , Y grouP' but also the °nly significant group of this ? the ,towns responding to the long-form survey. As C0iumns 1Jl Tables 10 and 11 indicate, two-thirds of the 
t<?wns (65 of 99) were using 103 IBM pc and highly
proportion ' representing approximately the same^ ^ percent) of the 167 microcomputers of the
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Table 9. MANUFACTURERS OF MICROCOMPUTERS USED BYTOWNS, BY 1980 TOWN POPULATION QUARTILES 
99 New York Towns, 167 Microcomputers, 1985-198&
Nmnher of Tn/ns used by towns i n : _____
Manufac­
turer
Quartile 
1
Quartile 
2
Quartile 
3
Quartile 
4 Totals
IBM 4 4 5 55 68
Sperry 0 0 2 16 18
Apple 1 1 9 3 14
Tandy/Radio
Shack 4 1 4 4 13
Burroughs 0 0 0 11 11
Others^/ _2 _3 _8 30 43
Totals 11 9 28 119 167
a/ »M\CS" is an abbreviation for microcomputers, 
b/ There were 22 other brands of microcomputers
other compatibility groups were identified.
What are the practical im^ ^ T t v  “groups^^Tirst^ the 
manufacturer dominance and co”Pa.tnlbh1^ 1^ Yonf  °^ther through the potential for microcomputer users to help one aether ,f
exchange of information and experiencee mio^ooomputers. These
bh®y indicate thTt only the IBM PC? compatibility group provides adata indicate that on y support, whether done on anwidespread basis for this typ arranaement. A further
informal basis or ’t?13vouUt} .. t a town is interested inimplication of the data is that if a town ^ i n ^  ^  an
purchasing a microcomputer ystem ^  potential to receive 
important feature tooonsi in other towns, than machinesassistance from microcomputer us q should definitely be
oSnsi^dered1.511 Lcond°,mP providers *of
microcomputers \°h?uld possible to help many more towns
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Table 10. TOWNS USING IBM PC AND HIGHLY COMPATIBLE 
MICROCOMPUTERS, BY 1980 TOWN 
POPULATION QUARTILES65 New York Towns, 103 Microcomputers, 1985-1986
1980 town
population
quartiles
_ Number of towns in ouartile usina:
Totals
IBM PC micro­
computers^/ Highly compatible microcomputers
1 2 1 3
2 4 0 4
3 5 . 4 9
4 33 _20 49^/
Totals
a/
44 25 65t/
models. 3 ^  ^  and PC AT
-/These totals differ from the sums of the figures in the
orLt\«irvVffet w e in-depth assistance if they concentrate the
Thirdly almostS1^  feS°^rC^  IBM PC compatibility group,imrdiy, almost all of the microcomputer software created
specifically for New York local governments with which the 
™  familiar is written for use w i ^ T  i m  PC andcompatible microcomputers. To at least some extent this
thefe8™?^!9 emphasis may have helped create the dominance ofthese microcomputers. Whether or not this is the case, the data
comoat?hnn?V"0ate ^ ^ 5  .^.oont^nued orientation towards the IBM PC compatibility group by these software developers is appropriate.
IBM's introduction in April 1987 of a new line of
comniev??^t6lrS i^he ?ersonal System/2) added a new measure of aotSt tJat microcomputer marketplace, but it does notppear that this negates the above conclusions. A detailed
discussion of the ramifications of this development is beyond the 
limits and purposes of this report. The most relevant
macht«o=atl°n f°£- present PurPoses is that Personal System/2 mtvw! th software created for the IBM PC machines, thus
naw microcomputers part of the group with which the 
•t4-e“entS arf concerned- A second relevant consideration the ip se®ms clear that versions of the earlier members ofthe IBM PC compatibility group and software that runs on
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Table 11.
65 New
IBM PC AND HIGHLY COMPATIBLE MICRO­
COMPUTERS USED BY TOWNS, BY 1980 
TOWN POPULATION QUARTILES York Towns, 103 Microcomputers, 1985-1986
Number of:
Towns in:
IBM PC micro­
computers
Highly compatible microcomputers Totals
Quartile 1 2 1 3
Quartile 2 4 0 4
Quartile 3 5 5 10
Quartile 4 53 33 86
Totals 64 39 103
them, including products specifically d.ef N“ t 4 e v o t  local governments, will continue to be marketed^ at the very 
least for the next few years. Thus, towns interested in
purchasing microcomputer systems from this group will h 
decide —  given their needs and financial resources these new members of the IBM PC compatibility group and any 
"clones" that are developed are better choices than the current 
models of the earlier members of the group.
noteworthy.
sixtv-six of the microcomputers with hard disks were w&a y
H S n f  b£  ,a
of 119) were equipped with hard disks.
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Neither were the responding towns well-equipped for sending and receiving microcomputer data via „ . sending
s s s - s s u ?  “ • «  ^ “r ^ & r ^ s z r s r s i
hv 4-if5interS ^ om a considerable number of companies were used
s-£ sssssl jssits s zr zs r  s S
larger than 27, since the names of 21 printers were notOnly 5 trademarks were reported more than ten t1™== reported.
none of them accounted for more toan lo percen? of the
?h f n ^ e r T o \ \ T m e s T h e i r i0a^ yt named- These manufacturers and
Epsonr25^ Okidata 20^ TRMPrt« r ^ " erev.reported were as p '!3' OKicata, 20; IBM, 16; Radio Shack, 13; and NEC, 11.
Microcomputer Software Reported by Towns
, . The long-form questionnaire asked respondents to identic—
pro.^r M  name, and publisher or other developer_the
wMcharaS loti ^  ^  USS wit*  the Particular microcomputer t o r
< » , „  a . « l o p S % ^ % , \ T \ o ° L n ? T / . w 1
p ro c e ss7* ntjUrCha ,6 d  j 7i-miSrOCOrapUter UBer* ‘ T hai* in c lu d ed  wordprocessing, spreadsheet, database management statistical
communications, and graphics packages. F  second stcliol of 
open ended questions" asked respondents about their commercial
flliriltmTo^wri^ ?tCtageS- The b^nk spaces were intended toaii T3 write in answers such as "general ledger packacre”accounts receivable package" from "ABC Software Inc »
llmitations °n the form and the many different
£ 5 £  not ttn|itl mthnea|»m?nt Packag®s available, the Researchers cnose not to list these types specifically on the form Thi<=
thi?dreand°nfwrthd sletihe use °f open-ended format with the d th sectlons of software questions. The thirdsection asked respondents to identify "other commercial software
S £ f  |^|:haVall | ble f°* use with the particular^microcomputer?The fourth section asked respondents to identify any application 
for which software had been "developed specifilaLy for voS^ town (custom software) and the developer of this software. Y
availahl^h% ^ ? searcher®4-i.expe.0ted' the great bulk of the software for. “*? Wlth microcomputers being used for town
software n °£ °°1nimeroial Packages rather than customsoftware. As the last columns of Tables 12 and 13 show 28 izr
S?iC al^ii°hithe^99 rasponding towns reported that custom software was available for use with 35 (21 percent) of the i«7
computers for which long-form questionnaires were retSInedl
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In contrast, the corresponding numbers were much higher for each 
of the first four types of commercial software packages listed in 
the two tables, namely, word processing, spreadsheet, financial 
management, and database management packages. For example, 75 
(76 percent) of the responding towns reported that word 
processing packages were available for 126 (75 percent) of the 
167 microcomputers of the long-form survey. This overall pattern 
of much greater availability of commercial software packages also 
prevailed for the towns of each of the town population quartiles.
These data suggest that towns were tending to make prudent 
software investments. Paying for the development of a particular 
microcomputer software product for the buyer's exclusive use is 
almost always many times more expensive than the cost of a 
commercial package for the same application, since in the latter 
case the development costs are recovered from a great many 
purchasers rather than one. The commercial package also is 
generally of higher quality because it is likely to have been 
more thoroughly tested and because the greater economic rewards 
available to those creating successful commercial packages 
attract the best programming talent.11
In addition, 7 of the 28 towns reporting custom software, 
representing 12 of the 35 machines for which it was available, 
indicated that this software had been created by town officials 
or employees. It was also clear in some instances —  and 
appeared quite probable in others —  that the custom software 
involved a complex application developed with an applications 
development tool, such as a spreadsheet package, rather than an 
application written in a programming language. This generally 
means a great savings in personnel time devoted to programming. 
Both of these factors also should have tended to minimize the 
cost of developing much of the custom software reported by the 
long-form respondents.
Tables 12 and 13 indicate that the commercial software 
reported by the long-form respondents forms two quite distinct 
"availability groups." Those commercial packages that were 
reported by numerous towns for numerous microcomputers are listed 
at the top of each of the two tables. These are word processing, 
spreadsheet, financial management, and database management 
packages. The least commonly available types of packages in this 
widely available group were financial management and database 
management packages ? 5 0 towns reported 5 5 microcomputers with 
financial management packages, and 49 towns reported 70 machines 
with database management packages. The group of less widely 
available commercial software packages included graphics, 
communications, statistics, and all other packages. In contrast 
to the figures just cited, the most widely available type of
i:LMost of these points are stated very well in James R. 
Griesemer, Microcomputers in Local Government (Washington, D.C.; 
International City Management Association, 1983), pp. 92-93.
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package in this group — • graphics software —  was reported by 
only 19 towns for 25 microcomputers. Again, the same pattern 
prevailed for the towns of each of the town population quartiles.
Is there any useful advice for towns to be drawn from these 
data patterns? The answer is "Perhaps —  as long as a town's 
particular circumstances also receive due consideration."
Table 12. SOFTWARE REPORTED BY TOWNS USING
MICROCOMPUTERS, BY 1980 TOWN 
POPULATION QUARTILES 
99 New York Towns, 1985-1986
Number of towns with this software in:
Types of 
software
Quartile 
1
Quartile 
2
Quartile 
3
Quartile 
4 Totals
Commercial
oackaaes
Word pro­
cessing 10 6 16 43 75
Spreadsheet 9 6 12 37 64
Financial
management 5 5 12 28 50
Database
management 5 4 13 27- 49
Graphics 1 0 4 14 19
Communications 2 1 2 11 16
Statistics 1 0 1 3 5
Other 2 1 1 15 19
Custom
Software^/ 1 3 6 18 28
a/ "custom software" means software developed specifically 
for a particular town, either by a town official or employee or 
by an outside party. Sophisticated applications developed with 
an applications development package, such as the Lotus 1-2-3 
electronic spreadsheet, are included.
The most obvious and a ttra c t iv e  *S p o rte d
data ^  sim ply th a t the_ c o m e r t h o s e  most 
most often by the img*™ r  C o rre c t, then , they should be 
useful to  towns. I f  bv towns in te re ste d  in  an
use5 • j f nr  serious consideration 4 t in a  from the
i n i t i a l  microcomputer purchase an 1rocomputers. s im ila r ly ,
experience of towns already using
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Table 13.
SOFTWARE HEPOR^D FOR MICROCOmiTERS
USED BY TOWNS, BY “ 8° „
POPULATION QUARTXLES 1985_ 1986
99 New York Towns, 167 microcompu
Types of 
software
Prvmmercia!
packages
Word _ pro ­
cessing
Spreadsheet
Financial
management
Database
management
Graphics
Communications
S ta t is t ic s
Other
10
9
5
1
2
1
2
6
6
4
0
1
0
1
19
14
13
15
91
63
32
46
20
20
30
126
92
55
70
25
25
5
34
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they should be s e rio u s ly  c o n s id e r^  -p
a m icr°computer th a t lack one°orPUrChaSe by towns already packages. CK one o r more of these types of
u  t h » ° ^ . n« 5 >rs r « pt^ * biy « . . . .
£ £ * > «  p r . p « „  t S ! t  “ J*  a v a ila b le  c o m S f i J
subsequent a c q u is itio n  and use o f n a n £  * t h a lr  appetites" fo r
eroandino gr°Up.- mere the numbef ot users h/s°h th® less widelyexpanding, as m  the case of New been continuously
former than of the la t t e r  w i l l  t h I « f nS t^ 8 towns, more of the 
any given tim e. For example, o n c ^ a  t^wn® haV* baen acquired at 
mastered a water b i l l i n g  o a c k a o l^  + microcomputer user has 
package), th is  user may t h ^ L o l d ^ ®  °f  U n c i a l  management 
package fo r  analyzing  Cater Tsage and n° acquire a s t a t i c a l  
^  use of the b i l l i n g  p a ra g e  9 No t a ^ ® " 1!® f i ^ ras generated 
second in te rp re ta tio n  may be v a lid  “ a tte r  to  what extent th is  
fo r  towns considering an i n i t i a l  m iertn pra°t l 0 * l im p lica tio n s 
seem not to  c o n f lic t  w ith  but almn?t ^ U te r P ^ch ase  would
S S L J^ a-;h. s 1» " ! L ■ " S p - p : a p X S i “ ? £ i
pCCkCCCCle tha d d it i°nS' For towC‘C r alrCCdCr "us1i n H packa9es are
S L eC 'w ^ h e T ° o nde ^ e
w orthw hile. r  m°re of the lo w e r -t ie r  packages a r i  now
ba -g a r d e d  as
p a rt ic u la r  circumstances. For examni* *.?p ly  to a ju r is d ic t io n 's  available personnel and a c ru c ia l Pn n 'h ^ ®  conPuter aptitudes of 
n l f bt  help resolve  could lead a °blem th a t a microcomputer 
software package i t  acguiree to  00nclude th a t the f i r s t
of the lower-tier grCC?! But froa the "other" categort
not present, the software decisionsUmadePhC ia l c ir c umstances are
“ ®y ,V6^y w e ll provide some «aoll e c t f v « by .nT erous other townsparticular town may benefit. collective wisdom" from which a
The fa ct th a t word ,•
management packages are amonC the 9 ' sPreadsheet, and database 
most w idely reported fo r C i « o c ™ n „ +-C-°J“ e rC la l software packages 
towns conform fo r the Cost n T rt f  used by towns means that
purchases of software by microcomnnte more general trends in
summarized these trends as fS u o S s?  u sers - A recent a r t ic le
•••• up to  now, as fa r
are concerned, only three kfnd= S in s id e rs  sell hardware- klnda of software
sheets and d.Z u word processors, spread- sneets, and database management systems/
Tru e , thousands of d iffe re n t ■ ...
programs are a va ila b le  r t ™ *  „ apP l10»t io n s
seizes the phone l in e  so aoftware th a t
may communicate w ith  each tW° °°®Putersw irn  each other cro ss -co u n try
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to sophisticated f
that create maps of marketing
But by-and-large, when someone
aCr altIdPbv a ^ s i r e  t ™  one" of the -Big motivated by a. Fvervthing else comesThree1' applications. EverY^niny
later.12
The fact that financial
Bia Three in terms of the processing, spreadsheet, and
respondents is noteworthy. W ^ / ^ ^ a n y  different town
database management packageiApplications. Financial managementoffices for many different app fooUSed software products,packages, however, are qui oh as general ledger packag ,
This is indicated by thel* "ama0 ;ounts receivable package. In water billing package, and ^ccoun more than most of the
addition, they generally cost ai®"*■ . (n popularity with them
Bio Three packages. Thus, their ra“ in« ? their financial 
seLs to indicate that computer«^o« £ otV.on, towns using 
operations is a very y
microcomputers. commercial software products
in terms of p M c u l z r  long-form respondents reported
rwo-rdstar, Lotus 1-2-3, little dominance by any oxa wide array °f paokagee with oial software Productswere
them. A total of 191 differed 167 microcomputers of the
reported as available the products were not named.survey. In 57 instanc , ware products available
Thus the total number of co™®?f*1* Only 6 of these products
for ise was almost on ten or more microcomputers,
r / e v e r ^ e i  not widely available.
Relevant figures relating (the
top%ierpackages*oftables 12 and 13) are as follows.
F frvi "i "rtv—two different word
word processing packages • I  ntllv Wordstar was
pr^oefting~^°^^^®^®^oreP<mit<^°colriPuters. It was
reported by°13 towns for 27 microcomputers.
^ ^ erep°rtedeforhten
packages were reported. ^  1-2-3 was reported by 23
or more microcomput • and Multiplan was report^nwns for 26 microcomputers, eiuu
^  9 towns for 12 microcomputers.
12"Database Management^Jlhe^ecret^ ls^out^
pomputp-r Newslinkf Vol. r
tvip. wald&nbooks 
and 11-
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Financial manarfoman-f- ^  n t a __ „ , _
packages were reported!. ^ — n_ _ Sixty-rune different
for ten or more microcomputers ?Sf Pa°kage was reported
- Tw.»ty.lTO
more than ten microcomputers7 4  ® W3S reported for towns for 14 microcomputers. reported by 9
management packages?r ?heVn S ^ e r  o f^ ic ro c o m n u t™ 6^ 131 fin a n c^ l
d iffe re n t  types were reported may be of ?n?fres?: f "  Whioh these
Payroll 
General billing 
Utility billing 
Budget preparation Accounts payable Various others
29
2815
15
12
21
t h e m S p r ts1 'with.0flit^lef^market shir*"1*7 in Part±cular
them has both p o s itiv e  and neoahfva 1 •won. by any one of
anrtr °(^ OItlp'it .er users a«d  those p ro vid in g  t ^ ? i1Catlona fo r  town 
thfreedUCatl0nal a ssistance to  them F i r s t ^ f 2 and teo hnical 
%  af e .many software products" =' lt: may mean that
s a t is f a c t o r i ly ;  in  other words town* \  Serve town Purposes
from which to make choices, which should many good Products 
buying u n s a tisfa cto ry  p r o d u c t s S e c o n d  lessen the chances of 
served to  a c e rta in  degree by the aooaren-t- °wn in te re s ts  may be 
c le a r leaders in  the s a le 7 of ftn=~r ®n^ lack  of °ne o r a few 
developed s p e c if ic a lly  fo r New York s “ anagement programs 
abi S actuation may promote com petition ^ntS= ^°c a l governments. 
handP ri ^ lng  th a t 5ives towns more fo r  the1^  aoftware development 
hend, the small market shares of money• 0n the other
3 S 3 S &  U 5 S J - , .  i  S f ' i S S S i J e g - S  £ » £•»p p o«  1. a
Each "module" or "subsvst*»-m h .
management -system" was counted as on. f. an„ integrated financial these figures. For example the "package" °r "product" for
finlt budget  P r e p e r a t l o r m ^ u i ^ ^ ' L u ^ e d ^ a  and "heSince the modules of a given svstem „._°Knted a® two packages, or m  various combinations it an Purchased separately
of them as one software product “ vlrTont l0gi Cal to * * *  each 
were reported ten o r more tim es- m i s  Z  “ odules from 2 firm s 
tim es, and rda MicroBudoet modules were reported 16
Credit is due in this w , * 5duies were reported 10 times
helpful clarification of teras see Ft Norris for hisLocal Government-f p. 33. ‘ See Norrisv Microcomputers ar.rt
easily communicate with one another have the ^ m ®  software 
packages. It is expanse of
be difficult to. Yaofttare products. Similarly, providersterritory,, have the same soft P gt““ oe t0 town microcomputer
of educational and technical , more if there were a few
users would be able to Unless personnel resources aredominant software products \s not practical to attempt to
provide^exper^^ucsS-on^- 'and' technical assistance for use of a
wide variety of software products.
p a r t ^ b l L s ^ ' ^ w o ^ ' s a ^ n t a g e s ? " 3^  least^^o fight" p'rove
worthwhile.
One would be for one organization^^or^^a q combination^^of
organizations that to™ ®  l0°fthE° categories of software that specific software products within cat*sgori ^  reoommendation
towns commonly purchase. F P ,,If you want a spreadsheet
might be stated in this Each recommendation could be
package,_buy either Brand X « Y  setting forth why a specific
accompanied by a s t r o n g sons —  such as those stated above
product was chosen and . . .  , software usage among towns,—  for promoting concentration soEtwa;re should not be made
Recommendations for °®*taf, YP al management software developed 
if, as in the case of fln^  recomendations might decrease
A „co„a " ? . S S “ *BI;” i;“ K d 9«'oSillybp r * ^ ^  S S i H .
s lss r «.?“  r  „ p, s s . spr°particular software d e v e l o p m e n t p a c k a g e s . ^  tQ earlier (see 
program is the "Town Budget Wor^ ee£reati0n and marketing at 
page 25 of this /®P°^> V fi n S r  oVsuch materials, all
reasonable prices of a g recm<rinq ^he use of a specific word useful to numerous towns and repair 9 ™  could lead to a
processing or software P of9the specific package,substantially broader base of town users^^ fQr these users to 
In turn, this would enhanc P educational and technical
S f a n c e ea°from " a f  org^ni^tJn with special knowledge of a
particular package.
aeVincr the long-form respondents to One of the reasons for a s k i n g v J L  that arrangements
identify their custom so_ available to many towns useful
could be developed f o _  snorted by individual towns. These custom software produ V‘ tasks as documenting the software
arrangements might mvol ,-nvmoTvt-ation* undertaking programming
or improving the exxstxn?ef“^ " o f  the' software, to develop new to improve the existing f®“tures °£ adaptable to the varying 
features, or to make negotiating reasonable compensation
£ rS r ’S S ? ‘« £ «  pro3r - i M - *» * « “ *
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to market the software to other towns wonirt „„ necessary, also. These task* w°uld, of course, be
Local Government Program or by other ArraAiV^" by ?he c°mell providing education and teehnioai »J. • z ^ lons involved inlocal governments. technical assistance to New York State
included ™ Snulj2?fT f rproduStsf th^^^iaht 1?"g"f0r? resP°ndents further the feasibility o-p mighb be used to explore
spreadsheet applications for doingPP|avroil ExamPlef, include producing budget reports, software for h a S m l r  oal<ruiations andtown recreation procrrams vari ^ an<*ling registrations for
assessments of property for real p r o p e ^ ^ x e s ^ a  ^ comtfr h9 "•th survey note reduction program w i t h o r L h ? ? « " c o m p r e h e n s i v e  
mapping routines" for use by town Dlanne^ L  ^ topographical program for generatina inPnT-rn*^«ianners J*nd en9meers, and a investment. 9 g lnfoj™ation on funds available for
Town Microcomputer AppIinsfinnc
respondents3 °to identif°yf t h ^ o ^ T r ? ^ 0™  J3uestf°nnaire asked
were using microcomputers. ThisP section" of ftho Whloh thleir towns checklist of 64 specific ,f,the surv®y included a
calculations") andPbroadlv s ? ^  = (foJ example, "payroll 
example, "police department °f applications (for
interspersed ^  the /orejoing W 24 b l ^  management») .
respondents could describe Applications or areas of anmTo ?hlChnot specifically identified in .a*ea,s of applications
blank lines "for ^ c r l b i n g  ''other ttreil^ tW°applications"). By reviewiha lists n f L n i j ! ® 1 highwayothers and by drawino ■ f applications developed by
. government operations local rmvor™ ?wn • lcnowledl?e of local 
com.rci.l sof twar. 'packagL, * s w u  S
s S o i i f t t .  " “ 5 S » a.,,v os i
most likely to be reported by mSLroSs to^s of applications
applications or areas of applications ntton tt ’ . ,5^ ' 1.n ^act,m  the checklist were comiSon other than those included
were intended to allow theTto' e^eAge P T h e ^ n k  bl^ k lines intended, of course, to provide space for 1 **.8 also werecommon applications. ^ r rePortmg of less
the categoriestlisted6in°Tahfea^i°f the„ rePorted applications, the broldly stated , 1 =  Z  14 Wf?e d?veloped. A number of
checklist appear in this list TnPVr£f'V'°n* froln the 8Urvey 
applications used in the checklist as A e U  aT'thosTident??®0^ ^  respondents on the blank lines were c o i n e d  ThA bycourse, was to group applications that roisi-a +.he ratfonale' of
supply Cron t„.
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"recording payments," "p dep**y ^ Sii.Lti^^^ tWOwater applications."
Most Of these areasf local" governmin?understandable byf those f amil therefore d to be defined
^  Definitions H r  these categories are as follows:
-staff financi al
are financial management aPP^°*J1°nd appointed) undertaken by central staff ^elected ana f pp townIs
that pertain to all c^  \ 41 Some examples from the
functions and se^ 1°®o^r®®r__a_ation by a town budget survey form_ are budget p p al ledger, payrollofficer,^ maintenance of 9 monthly or quarterly
calculations, and P ^ ® P a board. Not included in
undertaken by specializ . areas —  for example,
rripirUaifonfUno°f10aS p ^ o p o s ^  budget for a highway 
department by a town highway superintendent.
central -staff word appl i s ^ g y  ^ ^ s s i n gof applications ^ consists of w oen£ral staff
applications generally P involve town operations as (elected and appointed) that involve row p a 0n
a whole or that are oo-wnly dam* :by su<4 ^  and
behalf of a number o f preparation andfunctional areas. Example board P meetings, the
indexing of minutes for town bo/0rnatraots, Ind the
development of union notices concerning hearings, preparation of public £ions_ Not included in this
category9 ar eiord' processing ^ ^ ^ ^ " t s i c t i v i t i e s - -
foieximpie t h T  production of form letters from an
assessor to real property owners.
rantral-staff personnelmanaqement^rP^^^^ management 
area of applications consis P staff (elected or
a6 whole or at least for a
14"Central-staff" is a n o t c o ^ H H a t i H ^ T h f : seem 
is used here for lack of a small towns with very limitedespecially inappropria e But even in thesenumbers of employees andofficials supervisor and the
some of these persons -- for  ^ ^  while other
town clerk __ d° Hf^assessors and the highway superintendent, 
serveHuch ^ore ^ e c ^ l ^ e d  ^ i c e  and functional areas.
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number of town offices or denarfmonfe
applications undertaken solelyP within a narffo"?®department or service area 1^ in na PartiCular
records for the town libra^, ^ n o r S ^ * " 0™ 1- 
Central-staff risk mansa&moni- ami iraf^we. _
? L ^ d i n r  t0hno L 007nVo?vinaiak management applications?central staff ^ insurance, performed by
whoiror at leist for f°r the town as aoffices. Not included are risk . 1 1 ° ™  *epaitl!el,ts or
maintained b y ^  d e p a r t m e n t worlcers
Other major appl ioati nn= _ At th .
applications checklist were blank Hn««, v,th®respondents could descrih© »«r»'n«»4ranjc Jixnes where
not checked or described p S ^ u A T  a n d ^ t h ^  ,?adconsidered to be »ma-ior ' Biy« and . that they
includes the few applications de^crTbed o ^ t h o s e ^ e ^  
Respondents 1 answers  ^ naf ^function-specific version o f l S  “ * service-specific or
defined above were not disregarded in c r M ? 1"8**^ aPPlications these applications were count-Pri creating Table 14. Rather,
applications. For example If a in °ther areas of
checked "preparation of 'bid specif"cYtionsM^^  ^ r pl°ye  ^processing section of the checklist P t hi * C~*Xona in the word-  application within the ~
for® ^esUonnatrT o S  tw! areas^o?3 to the long-common, namely, central-staff finVnr^! ppllcatlons were really and central-staff word processing>-al management applications 
in Table 14 indicates S  6 2^ r “ t) T f  °°^aatowns reported one or more central-staff ? f bb®. 99 responding applications and 48 (48 percent) renm-tfa financial management 
staff word processing a^plTcatio^ Tn0" ^  m°re ce"tral- remammg sixteen areas of applications tv?,. contrast, for the 
of towns was the 23 (23 percent) thit18' the,. ”ext hl9hest number property tax applications^ ^  or more real
categories of central-staff financial beyond the application 
processing, microcomputers were notlair.™m*ri?gelIlent and word applications category. The data fnr tv, co®1Ilonly used for any
town population quartiles^how approximatei^^vf °f th® four 1980 each of these groups of town. PPr°ximatelythe same pattern for
applications"1?or° thef responding town^6*®11^  and word Processing than indicated by the data of Table3 14S acPually even greater reported that these types of a m i w v 14 ’ Numerous towns also
*M  ..pioy... oth.r « s  p".'«uyo?,rs:;;
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Table 14. AREAS OF APPLICATIONS OF MICRO­COMPUTERS USED BY TOWNS, BY 1980 
TOWN POPULATION QUARTILES 
99 New York Towns, 167 Microcomputers, 1985-1986
m « h pr of towns reporting one or__J , 4-V. ■! « r«afarrnrvmore appi
Areas of Quartile
iuaLiwwo -Quartileo
l-A * -^—Quartile3
Quartile
4 Totalsapplications 1 £i
Central-staff finan- 8 14 33 61cial management o
Central-staff A g 26 48word processing 9 **
Real property tax 2 1 6 14 23
O 4 13 19Water supply 0 £*
Budget preparation by r\ 1 10 15department heads 4 U
Streets and highways 1 i 2 10 14
Z oning, subdivis ion, 2 9 12& bldg, records 0 i
Sewage disposal 0 2 2 7 11
Parks & recreation 0 0 1 6 7
Justice court 0 0 2 4
6
Dog license records 1 0 4 0 5
Central-staff person- 0 3 5nel management 2 u
police 0 0 1 3
4
Library 0 0 1 2
3
central-staff risk o 1 2management 1 u
Garbage 0 0 0 2
2
Miscellaneous 1icense n 1 1 2& permit records 0 u
Other major n 0 6 6applications 0
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particular service or functionsT a - -
streets and roads, library, and parks and rsVreation'3 S fl^
previously r^ort^^once^ino'^e  ^  ^  discus8edavailable for use with ernmg the types of software
Both word processing and financialPmansn«USef f°5 town Purposes. the four types of ^
reported by respondents to the l k 9 most frequently
the othe/ twoP types It packaaes i^ ^ T f 7' In addition' spreadsheet and database manLpi«aL 1!? thls group, namely, financial management applications. Packages, may be used for
of other asbt^eiellnof "computer ^ s e 9^ * ? 117! consistent with those Norris participated in a 1982 nat<L»i°Cal governments. Donald 
use by cities and also in a 1983 studv ^  °f mi«°=°mputertypes by smaller cities and eount?«dY f of ?0*Puters of all 
states. According to Norris theso" f^Ven Plains and mountain 
micros in local a o v e r S '  JLJl , tw,° st"dies "found that
processing or for financial management. &  ^national f°r W°rd computer use bv citv ^ A national survey of
population was undertaken in Y llss^bv^^h °f i“0re •than 10'000 Tidrich, and Jill Auerback for -hhn r ^°thn Scoggins, Thomas
Association (ICMA) . This studv found^hiv^1011*1 City Management 
processing a^plicition^^eporli - r drespectively, of the resnondino i Percent and 46 percent, 
most frequently reported ?overnm®nts/ were the twothese two types of Lni . ®lcrocomPuter applications. Beyond 
28 percent of the r e r e o ^ s " '  aPPlNation was reported by
1 ess6than 310 p^ent" " Thus^efe"9 Reported by
c o S i T ^ r e r f
governments u ^ d  J ° / °  °f ^
finance applicatiol^^sted in th» SaCh °f six of. the eightthe most frequently reported area n-P . ^ ®P°^ / making financeh a n y  reported area of applications for all types
reported in ? Donald j ! Norris and *v • 19 1 survey are"Microcomputers," Base! ine Vlncent J. Webb,
(Washington, D.C.: "international— Vol‘ 15' No- 7 
July 1983). The findings of the 1983 Assooiation'Donald F. Norris and David R Dijltr!™ 7  7 *5® rePorted in Local— Governments : a s,irv»/nf ' £fjf 1^ rs and sma 1.1Mountain stat.ee rn<..h. »Tir . y -rnt. omPUuihq in the Plains and
University of N e C s k ^ a t  ^ h a ?  Au^st ° L t ! f  Reseafch'the latter survey is found in „' * Another report on
Small Local Governments: Uses and Users "N Public ”C°*putefr= andSa2£A§w, vol. 44, No. 1 (January 1984)* pp. 70^7sl AdlBln^ rat1nU
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nf computers.16 Thus, the local governments responding to the XCMA°surveyS■—  on the average, much larger governments than the 
New York State towns that completed the long-fora questionnair 
—  had also placed a high priority on computerizing financial 
management applications, although not with microcomputers.
Whv have the microcomputer applications patterns for New 
York towns described above come about? Probably a mn*er^have interacted to make central-staff financial
management and word processing applications the mostreported categories of applications. One reason could p i m p l y  
that aiven the prices, quality, and "fit” with their neeas or 
available software, most towns using microcomputers ^aveseen 
ronfral-staff financial management and word processing 
applicationsaffas those that would yield the highest initial 
oavoffs and therefore sought to computerize them first. Part of 
thTcs rationale could be that a number of these applications
for example, maintenance of the general been seen°asnreoaration —  serve the whole organization and have been se 
having priority over applications serving specialized service and frmc?ioSar areas Also, the central staff generally work most 
closely with the governing board, the ultimate controllers o e
town purse strings. In some cases, this may ^ u i s T t i o n o f  significant advantage m  pressing for acquisition or 
microcomputer systems for their use over persons m  ™°re 
specialized areas of town government who also want these system .
A number of reasons can also be suggested to word processing and financial management applications *ave become 
Important applications generally (not 3ust for cent**! staffs In the case of general word processing applications, thes 
no«?sible reasons include the substantial volumes of work of many ?own officesS°?hat can be handled much better by use of word 
processing software than by use of a typewriter, WOrd
prices of many microcomputer systems equipped nackacres
processing; the relative ease with which many_ofv t^ffi |’1g |nd mav be learned and used; and the desire of many officials an 
employees to use this technology. In the case S^se
ei l i f o f  ce^an?
affordable spreadsheet and database management packages that may used to develop simple financial management applications
bil|ngr pa=.ages)y that
factors asgsavingsUin employee t^ B^ aBs^ * ^ t^ i ch 1^ VSIynbl 
maintlinedU andy mfnipulatfdf and the affordable prices of many
16Scoggins, Tidrich, and Auerbach, 
Government," pp- 6-7.
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t? “t r^n .these spreadsheet, database management, and specialized financial management packages.
A final point supported by the responses concernincr 
microcomputer applications is that towns as a whole were still in
the t i M yoi-SlS?eS °f putting microcomputer technology to use at the time of the survey. in a previous section of this paper it
the that only 23 P®rcent of the 705 towns responding tothe short-form survey were using microcomputers. Table9 14 
indicates that only applications in two areas of applications 
^ommoniy reported. Moreover, even for those two categories
even half Ve?  n0t Using their microcomputers foreven half of the applications specifically described in the
S p U « U o n s efo°reS ^ f ' ?°r d.id they des« ibe ^ a d d i t i o n a l  In categories on the available blank lines.
vet usi^a th«m * /.J*05® tcvns using microcomputers were not yep using them for a large number of applications.
Degree of Satisfaction with 
Microcomputer Systems
= . . The researchers were interested in the overall level of satisfaction of town officials and employees with the
of'°the°lonoef steiasV Jlsed ,for town purposes. Thus, the section t L ^  Questionnaire that asked respondents to identifyJ"bair hardware and software ended with this question: "Overall
above^1Spfi f ^  a/ V ° U With the hardware and software described
scale * Of nne n^ entS Wer® asked to choose a number on a numerical „ V  ven< 0n hhe scale, one was labeled "very 
" v e ^  fftfffi /°“r W!S labeled "neutral," and seven was labeled 
deoSe. at3fSflf d‘ 4.4 ^wo ,and three could be used to indicate
"Ilutrll >?fen| :L? f ™ iSf20t^0n bfbween "very dissatisfied" and ■ w f a?d S1X could be used to indicate degrees of satisfaction between "neutral1 and "very satisfied."
Other studies have indicated that local government users of 
microcomputers are generally satisfied or even highly satisfied
resea^ohlr mi.crocoBlPuter systems. in summarizing9his review of thata«Mo “lorocomPuter use by local governments, Norris stated that Most microcomputer users are satisfied with their svstems
« r . $ 0U£ 0^ E . ai?2h r POrt rating aspects of "microcomputer* From his eight case studies of microcomputer use bv citv governments, Norris concluded that "User satisfaction washigh 
although users paid a price to achieve satisfaction. That price 
as expressed m  terms of the time invested to learn the system 
and in initial user frustration."* 18 The ICMA 1985 national 
survey of computer use by cities and counties of over 10,000
Norris, Microcomputers and Local Government-^ p, 6,
18Ibid., p. 106.
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4. -f fhe respondents who answered . 45 j 4-Hat 41 percent of the P . Jurisdiction'spopulation fou^_^rnincr satisfaction with ^ i  si^  oeroent were the question Jere -very satisfied 53 P y reportmicrocomputer system wer authors of the surv y this
..moderately w * 1**1^  all the problems ^ P f ^ l i t y  ^concluded that ari«arentlY a result of jtn
—  °f 7  ^ T q u e s t i o n  concerninq 
The ° ^ ^ ^ ^ action°withtmic^^omputer^syste^^P1^ a^ ^ ^ a^ .(.kg
S f edescribed aa ambiguous.centOprov.ded answers ^ indicating a
question was answ 'ercent provided a -faction. TheSatisfied rating, ^  Indicating dissatisfactio ^  the
percent provideed |red, however, on , Questionnairesquestion . was answered- ^  total number °* £ £ £ ion with
questionnaires responses i f  provided neutral
(167), 51 i?,f microcomputer systems, 7 percent P indicatingthe reported “lor,oco“P ent provided responses forms on
ratings, and 4 nJ?,iouslY, the large percentage  ^ thedissatisfaction. 'nswered complicates mterpreti g
which the question was no
overall response to it. is not
that were not being -.4^ use, that is, less Completing these
that received “nlJpr^ s a U  of the respondents °°m^ tisfI ction.
month. Most ^ developed any sense of °^® ^dents did not forms may not ha P forms which r P cases, one canBut this still leave ^  satisfaction. ^ h®|eresponse to the 
indicate their DOssible reasons for t f f f  k fthe Questionnaire only guess a t P 0SS1 inoiude completion of «  qu themquestion. Possibility ^  the microcomputers o tfaat did
by persons who  ^rush to complete the 9“ . tlon on overall
relatively lit , stiong demanding some . ratings that
-  -
were prepared to make.
— ^ T aria>. * » * « * .  ■“ » * “  " “ 1
p p13'12. »  j r s u s s20Xhidf Seated by responders witn respondents were
"very satisnew 
Ibid., PP- 12"13-
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A number of j.v
s s r s  ‘v i * ' 1 .v“ - , u i r r  - ? • . «
ICMA national survey 0f o« “icrocomputer training 2:Larg? extent over 10,000 DODuiaHnH f computer use by council9' ^ The 1985 associated vii-h concluded that one „« *u8s and cities of
training; 47 percent'of'those by local ?°vemM “t* was°Tn?d0ble”S question about problems h r1sP°nd«nts who answered i ^ dequate that inadequate tr^nT- lth mcrocomputer tanh^i .e survey the basis if h?.-* ?ing was a moderate or ology indicated
A guest! 10031 governments."23
s s u S r .
n  S h S ^ S S & S & J S L . ' S f . » . g g a S S . ’S
inadequate or non ^ ndents indicated that fv.t .15 shows that
167 microcornouten X1S^ent for ^  use of ss ,,r<flning had been
towns of S  of t S Stf“S .that **•/ riorted of thawere provided fnr first three quart lies +.*, oreover, for
systems. Even for t * ”  than 50 Percent of thfSS •tW0 answers use of 33 percent If *1 °f the fourth quartile thA  “^or?c?»Puter
z & s s s * £  i« to,.!
A “ . £ ! t;:ioD,p*'t“ «  «  ^ t e S . “ 5 L i 5 5 S T 5 . ? ?
-Co.p»fr t,,« ln M
p. 85.
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__ m-oTk -rvTTivrr FOR TOWN MICROCOMPUTER
T,bl* a ,^ 5 a s a a ,s g » . «
- rrnv~rgog from towns in:m nnhsrs of v Quarixie QuartileQuality of Quartile Quartile 3 4
training 1
Non-existent 
Inadequate 
Adequate 
Excellent 
Ho response 
Totals
4
2
2
2
_1
11
2
3
2
0
_2
9
7
8 
9 
2
_ 2.
28
17
22
49
13
18
119
Totals
30
35
62
17
23
167
■ j. +. mi tb. the researchers 
These results are °?nsl®^®?tin terms of any reasonable , . „_c Their conclusion that _ the overwhelmingexpectations. Tneir expenditures by tne is one
S S S J ;  of ilocal s°tfrf^ sialSamWouUnttwith which many knowledgeaDi financial stress, ™ o
" " - S i  « & . “ •
would thinknfafJLri°Piurisdictions during the 1980s. circumstances of their 3» use a mior0computer
Tt is possible, of course, to learn instruotion manuals,
solely through ^ ^ “tnd “ rial-and-error if th° ^ e^  anyusing tutorial dinettes, oaches may far §4 Forcostl associated with ^h®®®en^itures on formal training.
savings from little or no
24The question concerning on the
answers about formaltrainifg^he respondents in^er?^icated thatlong-form ^rveysthat any t the respondents who indie the
I s H H S r J ;  s s a - “ — —
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loads^mpr^urtiv^us'e ti.nclude unrealistic work
5 S S 3 S S .  ™ i ^ S S f f ' t f S S S S ? ^ 1®  
S S S S S ^ ^ x . ; "  “ y i s r :
■ , t * < g S  r ^ r ^ T >«■
^ ^ ^ v e r y  valuahia m i never fearn how tr. r^rfn -^  i p a f ^ V n t  m u  , T J n e v  i - rr -  1n , ^ , rtof' 
tfi^ n optimal results.*5-------that produce substantially i
^UfeerLOf Qpar^nvc 
^s^Microen-mpn-t-^-p
Another matter in which fiifl «
n u ^ nUmbef °f Pers°ns operating theS2?rChers Were int©rested was 
thl?°le* ,''°n a fairly regular gbas\s “lcr°=°”Puters used for town
users and thi th®Se micr°computers T O u ^ h a ? 8® ® ? 1101’8 exPectednZrzz' and th*s Proved to be the el« » .av? onlY °ne or two, microcomputers renorta^ u* .^ s indicated in Table is
bty 0a - S - *  \ i
(7Speroen3edus2e°d <regS!arlytL " " ^  three plrsons^u
used regularly by five^or^mor^ persons?^ 6°nS' and 13 P*«ent)
S a r ^ H ^ 5?  * » «  persons
t / w n ^ o / ^ a s s r J !i**e o ' r a
used°nS * T  ^  sa®e numberCwerL use? by ? d *e^ a"ly b ?  three 
119d BieJrlarly by *ore than four persons 01^  persons- None was returnedroconputers for which tJwns of‘ th? contrast, of the
regularly i^tZ£erm guesti°nnaires? is flsth® O fourth quartile y -Lariy by three persons q /q ~ percent) were used
four persons, and 13 (11' percent^ “nt) Were used regularly bv persons. (il Percent) were used by fivl o r m o ?
,. , Norris makes a case *,av,. ■ ,
this paragraph. Ibid. , p. 85. ^  slm;L;Lar to the one presented in 
26
reportedf f l a l  purchaseflfth defer?0* n° regular users were 
n»y “Wtltlng the writing of new ^ t ?  software and the t o ?
machinesepurchaese'd a numb b®en Purchased recently ^ n d * ? 0 had 
not yet b ^ i n g ? ? ? 8 °f fflonths before the s^ey^that ? ?
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c o u l d ....... ' » rs v « s s r i r s - c Smicrocomputers in the owrJ _ notential users in these larger could include larger pools of to do the types of things
towns; the greater nee^s . , ned to do; the greater dispersal ofthat microcomputers are 9 widely separated work sites in theofficials and employees wrong wi ly P age located some
smaller towns (for example, a to^n more difficult fordistance from the town hall) , | a given machine; and the
persons who work at *h®®?ller towns using microcomputers that had greater percentage of s™alJie ^  ownership (see Table 2), a good use arrangements other th;ln ™ inv0lved a microcomputer located
G <n i S c u ' i ~
artr-P.fts t n Expert Assistance
The long-form quest^nnaire^ u m  of
the microcomputer systems on which they were that°may
resulth well as a way to help
Table 16. tjttmTVER of regular operators of micro-^ M P U T E R S  USED FOR TOWN PURPOSES 
qq M«w York Towns, 167 Microcomputers, 1985 19
Number of regular users
Zero
One
Two
Three
Four
Five or more
Number ofmicrocomputers
7
65
37
20
11
13
14 
167
Percent of total microcomputers
4.2 
38.9 
22.1 
12.0 
6.6 
7.8 
8.4 
100.0No response 
Totals
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T h r fir0sr ^ S 0 ^ t h a ^ e ^ o T a s ^ d ^ ^  f° ™ al Gaining, 
whether help fo r  the use of t h e i r n a r f l  ™ i P°nd?nts to  in d ica te
b a e t«ab1®  ^ f r °ffl °°®Pnter consultants retainedmin rOOOItlpUte3:s wasbasis or from consultants oaid nniw TTu ®ined on a continuing
("paid when needed"). The second^nar-?11 ^ V u  servic,es were used an official or employee (who might have t*le question asked if 
a "citizen-volunteer" served as the tnun? duties as well) or 
use of the particular microcomputer. S comPuter expert" for
“ - f l y  enough ho
ind ica te d  th ^ t  ^ t n - h o u ^ e  computer ^ ^ - i ^ ^ ^ e ^ t i o n n a i r e ssignificant number of these forms =1 exPer^ was available, a 
this e x p e rt was r e a lly ®  t h c T ^ o o ir a h included notations th a t 
microcomputer, th a t is ,  the person °£. the P a rtic u la r
I t  seemed l ik e ly  th a t the r e f o o n s L ? ? S } 'eti ^  the questionnaire .
expert assistance on many more fo™« d ^u"9 available in-home 
of the total of these answers 71 £eri}*Za even a majority
way. m  short, it was imnossibT2 * Jb? ^terpreted the same which the operators of ®P°|s lb le  to determine the extent to
survey could turn to “ ore L o » 7 L S f er! °f the l°ng-form 
employees fo r  assistance. -Knowledgeable town o f f ic ia ls  or
show a predominance ^ f^rrangements^ expert assistancehelpful. As Table 17 indica-*-.<* are probably the least
were a va ila b le  fo r  21 (13 percent) °o?U 4.hantf  when needed
a s s is ta n c e  from c it iz e n -v o lu n t e e r s  ££= 167 ®lc,f.oconiPuters, 
microcomputers (12 percent) »n J T  ■ Ya8 a v a ila b le  fo r  20 
r e t a in e d  on J  o o S  &  b a s i" *  waV"06 f-r °a consultants microcomputers (8 percent) t+- *JLtS Was available for 14 things being equal, that most mir-rnr-3 reJsonable to think, other more frequently for assistance ^rocom puter operators would call 
continuing  b a s L  t h V  f  rom one p a i d ^ h e n T ^ 1^  G a i n e d  on a 
to  re a liz e  th a t a l l  assistance Pfrom the " aeded; they would tend 
by one blanket charge w hile  each in .t .r .  °rm*r would be covered 
latter would generate a specific chan °f assi*tance from the 
operators probably would tend not ^  9® '„  S im ila r ly ,  most 
c it iz e n -v o lu n te e rs  fo r assistant, w. c a l l  fre q u e n tly  upon
they could easily e^austthe^ volunteer"? f" aWareness tha? this contributed service. oiunteer s willingness to provide
f i r s t T t w r q S I r t u i s ghadCa?mos?UnerS in  the Sm aller towns of the 
while microcomputer operators for theT8)^. t0  e3^ ernal assistance, and fourth quartiles were i ^  a „ l arger. towns °f the third
consultants was not reported for tho 8 ter situation. Access to 
microcomputers of the towns3 of t h e f ? ! ^ ^ "  °f any of the 20 
and use of a c it iz e n -v o lu n te e r  was
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Table 17. EXPERT assistance for town MICRO-COMPUTER OPERATORS, |Y 1980 
TOWN POPULATION WAOTXiaS 1985_1986 
99 New York Towns, 167 Microcomputers,_________
Number of microcomputers for whi towns of:
-Vr- "* sssist.nre was repoy}^/11 ^■■^TTe 
Type of oSfetTTi Quartile 4 Totals
assistance i
Citizen-volunteer
Consultant
paid when 
needed
15 21
Consultant 
retained on 
continuing 
basis
13 14
of these microcomputers. On toe other hand,
M J S S  *  “ • s  s - -
There also geared to be a -^^^ir^Lts'bepeen S e J o w ^  
•t-rt aaciistance from the two typ operators of 13 \
r s s s - s * a 0s s s s « .  t L s s -:he 28 third-quart lie 5*\13 percent) of the f°urrn
conversely, the °P««*0« 0BfB °?o a C onsultant P»«; *S£aSSrtiliquartile machines had access. to of the third-quartile
while the operators ofgs6 t (2 thPg type of consultant^If ,y &
microcomputers had -retained consultant i 9 +.y,«ri the
in a better P°sl^ ° " f?he ?hird quartile.those of the towns of the unir
27The figures “ * tl^ S o a u . “  o n l i n e  type of external
summed for t h i s i n r p  each microcomputer,assistance was reported
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^^-iecal_Goverifflen^ surVey sought to
The finalndStsS''SperLtoas11 wTth Xroco»puters.g I^as.ed, 
«Basedeoneyo°ur t h T s i n g ^
this microcomputer wh^ & jurisdiction mtere!Allowed to provide
advice you would g resp0ndents were again question weremicrocomputer?" The re P  Responses to this f stated
r ^ e d ^ y ^  respondents and grouped into
anSWerS' ,*• ds of the responses were forTwo-thirds of th andPone of these c£^ g°(5l p e rcent) of the
categories of a^ £w two-thirds. Fifty-four < „ | sses of buying
the great built , advice relating to th P constituted106 answers Provided ^ v ^ . 2 8  These answers also^cons ^  ^
software or hardwi%atecrorY of responses tron r P tiles> in
s ^ r * o «  K s J & P '  s & j s s t s  t S  
s s s  ‘^ r s s ^ r s s ^ « — « h*a
only “‘’answers (7 percent) . esses of selecting
* , u . « .  » — ?rsoftware or hardware r microcomputer pr°o rem hasizedv summary versions0*, “knowledgeable partiM or P strong
: generally advocated By a.29 ® i s  f T  d i lon to
v Certain a.p*ot.m^ctua^ experiences ample, oneconfirmation fr +.V.0 experts is a wise followingfollow the advice of this process ^ ® ne\ hat youof the respondents summer lfc to others, determin ,^,
i ! F 3  » ” ,e  w  lM  °“ p u t“
__________ _ _______  „„ that a single process
28Most
Should be / S i n g l e  microcomputer system. 1 9 the tasks to
software of a 8in9ls% eoomends these ^ S?o‘these tasks, and then
JffS*- «  “» vltt
^Different p e ^ ^ a n o e ^  ar^variatloneors
S S S r  provia» “  *“ “ “ *  o<
ibid., PP- 59-79.
and then look 
that you need.
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lh.4. ,the Programs and That s what we did.” find out you can't get any
V. the town microcomputer use database
At the outset of this reP°£^t ^  suwey i a f  to” generatenbieCtives of the town microcomputer fo/  educational and
information that might serve as bhQse already begun. A keytechnical assistance endeavors bey . . was the creation of aproject that the researchers had^n be used to provide a
town microcomputer use databas this technology bytowS with useful information on the use o enable a town
~\ lines to determine the nam . _ - . The inquiring town couldwere doing computerized water bl^ 1i"gA eiTr experiences with their 
then contact these other towns *b‘“ ^ ^ e J S a l  creation of this 
■narticular hardware and software. the design of the town
database had a sign^icant infl seems appropriate to i^lude
microcomputer use survey. ™  ' of this proiect, the Key
S a c ^ ^ ^ p r ^ n V d ^ i t s  accomplishment, and the lessons
that were learned. .. n* _ j 4- n orovide both an
The survey process was . d®|ig£® database had significant
: ; pt S o ™ s  “ » ia  “  “form survey provided an °PP°rt^ n^ ct. °r Included among the
s u s s *  v r i fdiiierei iisina microcomputers , . f wys local
respondents w ^ egovernments using the ^  description t ^ t  th.
^ a r c ^ c o u l d  ^ S c o ^ p u t e r  u'se
fince^ihe1 r ^ f e h e ^ s  . t h ^ c T d l d  £ ° Z J  the
^ UsUornnaei « s Sto 6all £ £ £ 0% ?  a ^ - o -short form g form reSponses would then P hich to seek.
sample. The s using microcomputers fr information
t h j t  « « •  .P P U = « l “ ; e S S
L s i s  . .  - u  ** “  p” " ae
iselSl for other survey purposes.
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The researchers realized
means n-p _ use by towns. One woul a Ho +- the database and
that l t c S i F g ? S % g  tmana^ - t  S t r e  ^ c£  s£
organiz^m the implementation froln towns-4_ , -T the database and a ^ > , en initial scheme fo?"
d°ta1h"oorP°rate lessons learned b v ^  “°difNations over time
bemadtaware t ? 0?? to ^ t i T s  f t o m t o ^ s ^  T^ ia» fc? use the newslett«n= t the existence of the datah,I=«ToW?s would have to
« . t , » u r i o * s  ? o ? ™ " , iorto™  in
o S ciiV M  r - - ?  ^ S £ S *  L° 
* £ » ‘r  S  « ° «ia *S.J"
th is  l o u l f ^ r o v Y d e ^ n f o ^ a ? -  t0  be UPdated P e r io d ic a ls  n
inform ation7 f o ^ t U t t S :  tT^  ln  ^ d t t a  
microcomputer systems. Thus p t r i o d i t 17 aCgUired t h e ir  i n i t i a l' peri°dlc surveys would be needed
microcomputere usted^taba=PeCtation that the conceDt of 
officials proved correet aI ™ 1*, have substantTal atpeal to 
report, the "contact !?st« -! in an e«lier sStion It thT=database conc&nf w , the researchers * Hocp>»i , ■ this
S S K  s r  -
S « s s a fi g T ^ 3 ^ - t= = ^ A ^
& “ ‘ s r . s a r  A  “ s .  “ 7 v .* v j s s ?  ei  k
Project with the expectation £?f+. ^timiing with th^ databac!
^ a S s S j ^ s S T e e a ^
“  h“  " •  “  t  K T X  1 ' S S S :
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S ^ H s s  s t a r *  j r a ^ r - A -  « .  -
been successful. however, that could
- u K s i ' & s .  K S  o r .  a s  Xroc..pot.r: :  —  M
shown by the hig means for assisting thei nrove theform respondents as a mean® £uld not be necessary to prove
use microcomputers. ^
.pp.,1 of u »  oooc.pt M ~ -  to„ .  »»,
_ rnnd the data on microcomputer prove useful forSecond, loner-form survey coul P email crroup ofresponded to t verSion of the database. serve in an
constructing P - - . «is could he recrui . ^  sunoort forexperienced town f  Z 101*1® Cilot effort. GivenJAe s"PP°fimate 
advisory oapacity or the short-form surv y, Mould be
the concept ^ dl°at®fvenyto these officials thattneY 
S ^ S S T l S S S S 1 ^  t ^ e c t  with hroad appeal
colleagues in town governme . ocom5Uters that was
n e - t ^ h y  ?he ^ s f ^
If fort to create ^ ^ ^ i n u e  S * u m , mi"°°°TOK g S theT ilitill
wouW bl worthwhile tc^ check: fortfgIIe?ate current infection
caAs to
attention in fo11_espond initially.those who did not re p surveys concerning
Fourth, lessons were iearned ^ rom th gathering data for a
t * .  S i *  £?z.°tag£L.r *  5 ?  » « % !town microcomputer uiSignificantly greater than to t h ^ l ^  town 
short-form survey ^  3:1 9 ™ ^  this « «  ’^ ^ g l T X r t - f o r a
survey. To ovees judged that the wZ utes and thatofficials and empl Y cImpieted in a few ®„Iire would takequestionnaire thl multi-page long-fora c^estionna f ^  lndioated
completion yield-testing of the oover letter, butmany times lon9 “ and this was stated in a long-formthat this was not so, ana ^ ^  greater len^ « h e r s -  attempt to
probably to 1 . good part to the re arming purposes.questionnaire was due %hree partially overlapping pu P
S e  one to indicate any & town
In sum, this exper . the future to gather inrorm ,ble —  noquestionnaire used b should be as trief a P ofMicrocomputer use databas it seems to indicate tn Qther
ZslrZZkt to gather information for pu P
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interfere -and maintenance of theere with this primary purpose the dat^ase should not
■ g S f f l M S f  to° •* the
s  s s s r ^ ^ r 5,done. W°Uld dividends eaolT tiffle ”t h e ^  *?«“«*■cne updating was
i
THE SHORT-FORM QUESTIONNAIRE
APPENDIX A:
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rjoWN MTCHXXITOTER USE SURVEY
1. Does your town (check all that apply):
a) _
b) -c) .
d) . 
©).
:s  r «
_Use Other types of*=*®rtarB (°^84 ***, indicate: Model name and_a county government, etc.) xr so, *  
number.--- --------- ^^pJStlSS^exaiBple: payroll, tax ro )
v^ h c ord the most knowledgeable person to contact about If vou checked b, c, or a, rae »»your town's microcarrputer use is. Title_ -------
Name__
Address 
Zip. T^elephone71T*) —■ *. , ■ _j n-mfiamnuter (or another iricroccmputer)
S S , " S S S S S S  -  v-
wish.. 1 “ highest.
== S S ^ S f f S s & = s r -  -  - —
- S S t e r  fato -ing particular hardware
** particular applications.
Microcomputer consulting. ri-roarams to accomplish
j S S S S ^ - g s -  »  “ “ Xcaramon applications (.sucl
budget) .... “__pther (please describe)..
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g) -
Does your town have a supervisor, (gatheci^
• S S K  as a two^hir^ administering budgets
information for £ds, etc.,)?and other plans, overseeing 
___ No_____ *e®
THIS SURVEY CCMPUEIED BY: 
litle__
Telephone.
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APPENDIX B:
THE LONG-FORM QUESTIONNAIRE
(Note: The size of the print
for this survey form has been 
reduced from the original to 
facilitate inclusion here.)
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